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United States Department of the Interior 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Everglades National Park 


and 

IN REPLYREFDt TO: 

Dry Tortugas National P..ark 

L54 40001 State Road 9336 


Homestead, Florida 33034-6733 

Colonel Terrence C. Salt 

District Engineer 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
P.O. Box 4970 

Jacksonville, FL 32232-0019 


Dear Colonel Salt: 

I am writing this letter to transmit the enclosed follow-up materials that your staff had requested at the 
PRC meeting in early February, in support of the Draft C-111 General Reevaluation Report. I have also 
included the Park•s general comments on the recently added Alternative 6A, as requested in your 
February 14, 1994 fax transmission. The first document includes a summary of the natural features of 
the C-111 study area, a brief discussion of past water management problems, and the justification for our 
focus on re-establishing more natural hydrologic conditions in the Park, and specifically in the Rocky 
Glades. The second document is an appendix to our previously transmitted technical report (93-4), which 
presents the results of our more detailed assessment of the hydroperiod and water level changes in seven 
subbasins of the study area. The subbasin analysis using the results of the SFWMD's lxl model shows 
improvement in the hydrologic conditions in the Rocky Glades area under both Alternatives 4 and 6. We 
have also provided a more detailed description of the structural plan that we envisioned for proposed 
Alternative 8, and a comparison of this alternative and 6A. 

The structural components for Alternative 6A are similar to the Park's proposed plan for northern Taylor 
Slough and the Rocky Glades, and should provide the potential for significant improvements in water 
deliveries in these areas of the Park. While there are still substantial differences in the areas of the Frog 
Pond and the lower C-111 basin, we believe that all of the major components necessary for a workable 
plan have been reviewed with your staff. The Park strongly supports moving forward immediately into 
the public review process. We remain committed to working with your staff in the next phase of detailed 
planning, and anticipate that the remaining issues can be resolved, including the development of 
operational criteria for the project. 

Qc~~---~----
Richard G. Ring'\ ~ 

Superintendent ·.~::_) 
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The Natural Features of the C-111 Study Area 

Figure l is a map of the natural physiographic features of the C-111 basin and 
the eastern portion of Everglades National Park. The generalized land units are 
taken froni·a soil association map prepared by the University of Florida and the 
USDA (Leighty et al. 1954). and are used here to define the landscape 
characteristics of the study area. An excellent summaiy of the physiographic 
features of the lower Everglades. Florida Bay, and the Florida Keys is presented 
in a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service report prepared in 1982 (Schromer and Drew 
1982). The soil descriptions indicate that under natural conditions essentially all 
of this area. except the higher elevated Atlantic Coastal Ridge, was subjected to 
seasonal flooding due to low ground surface elevations and the close proximity to 
the Everglades. At Tamiami Trail, the concave depression that shaped the "River 
of Grass" is constricted, forming a narrow southwesterly trending arc of 
continuous wetlands which define the Shark Slough drainage. Shark Slough 
represents the southern extension of the Everglades trough. which originates 
outside of the Park in the wetlands of Water Conservation Area 3B. To the 
northwest ofShark Slough. the bedrock ofthe Everglades rises gradually into the 
sandy marl prairies of the Big Cypress basin. This area extends well south of 
Tamiami Trail, forming the transitional and short hydroperiod marshes to the 
west of the L-67 extension canal. These marl prairies occur on slightly higher 
bedrock elevations, and were originallyonlyseasonally inundated. Today they are 
substantially wetter due to the diversion offlows away from the Northeast Shark 
Slough flow-way and into western Shark Slough. 

To the southeast of Shark Slough is a large area of transitional Oess than 3 
months hydropertod) and short hydropertod (3 to 5 months hydroperiod) wetlands 
referred to as the Rocky Glades. Maximum inundations occurred after the peak 
of the rainy season, and formed a natural buffer separating the deeper Everglades 
marshes from the higher elevated. and drier areas along the Coastal Ridge. 
During the wet season. the Rocky Glades would receive runoff from the western 
portion of the Coastal Ridge. while additional surface water would spill over from 
the expanding Shark Slough wetlands. The shallow soils and exposed limestone 
bedrock in the Rocky Glades -make it an important area of direct recharge to the 
underlying aquifer. which supplies groundwater flows to the adjacent eastern 
developed areas as well as the downstream Everglades. The Rocky Glades are 
significant hydrologically. since the southern portion of this area drains to the 
southeast. where it forms the headwaters of the Taylor Slough watershed. The 
marl soils in upper Taylor Slough extend eastward, covering much of the Frog 
Pond. and northward along the western flank of the Coastal Ridge. Under 
natural conditions, this region captured wet season runoff from the western 
Coastal Ridge and directed it westward into Taylor Slough, where it would be 
slowly released into the downstream marshes and Florida Bay. Construction of 
the L-31N, C-111, and L·31W levees has isolated much of the historical 
contributing area to Taylor Slough. and excess wet season runoff from this region 
is now rapidly drained Via the canal systems eastward to Biscayne Bay or 
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Figure 1. Map of the Natural Physiographic Features in the C-111 Study Area. 
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southward into the lower C-111 basin. These changes are a major reason for the 
long-standing conflicts over water management in this area and continue to 
contribute to the drainage problems in the eastern wetlands within Everglades 
National_Fark. 

The lower C-111 or Eastern Panhandle basin lS part of the Southeast Coastal 
Glades. which are underlain by a mixture of freshwater marls in the areas 
adjacent to the Coastal Ridge. Near the coast, these freshwater marls transition 
into marine marls (Leighty et al. 1954). Under natural conditions, the lower 
C-111 basin received the bulk of its runoff from the southern portion of the 
Atlantic Coastal Ridge. These surface and groundwater flows constitute the 
primary source of freshwater inflows to the northeastern portion of Florida Bay. 
Today much of the southern Coastal Ridge has been developed. and a significant 
portion of this natural runoff has been diverted eastward into Biscayne Bay. In 
the mid 1960's. when the C-111 canal was constructed, it formed a breach 
between the Coastal Ridge and the marl prairies. This has allowed wet season 
runoff from northern Taylor Slough (and at times runoff from Northeast Shark 
Slough) to be transferred into the lower C-111 basin. At the same time the 
natural marsh sheetflowwas altered by the lower C-111 levees impounding water 
to the north of the canal which led to overdrainage of the marshes south of the 
canal. The southward diversion of runoff from the areas north of the Frog Pond 
increased freshwater inflows into the lower C-111 marshes and downstream 
Florida Bay durtng the 1980's, but the source ofmost of thlS water is drainage of 
the upstream wetlands (NortheastSharkSloughand the RockyGlades) within the 
Park. Thus. the water draining from these areas is transferred through the canal 
system and re-introduced tnto the wetlands at a lower point. Recent acqllisitlon 
by the State ofa large tract ofthe marsh lands north of the lower C-111 basin has 
led to increased pressure to retiltroduce surface water inflows as far north as 
possible. 1his has the benefits of maximizing natural marsh sheetflow. and 
mitigating damaging freshwater releases into the downstream estuaries during 
periods of high wet season runoff. 

Past Hydrologic Changes- in Southwestern Dade County 

The earliest C&SF Project construction in southwestern Dade County began in 
1951. with the completion ofthe L-30 levee and the northern portion of the L-3 lN 
levee. These levees were originally built as part of the Eastern Protecti.ve Levee 
System. to protect the expanding developed areas of the Lower East Coast from 
Everglades flooding. This levee system also established the land use plan for 
western Dade County. by defining the limit of flood protection. The original plan 
of improvement for southwestern Dade County also anticipated that the majority 
of the low-lying areas east of the L-31N and C-111 levees and adjacent to the 
Everglades would be developed for seasonal agriculture (U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers 1961). This plan called for gravity drainage of an area of 227 square 
miles of southwestern Dade County using a system of 12 primary canals. 

http:Protecti.ve
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Although the Corps recognized that the natural drainage in the western portion 
of the Coastal Ridge was to the southwest (into Taylor Slough}, gravity drainage 
primarily to the east and south (into Biscayne Bay, Ban1.es Sound, and Florida 
Bay) was foUJJ.d to be most practical, particularly With the continuing pattern of 
declining groundwater levels in the Coastal Ridge. 

Runoff from the east of L-31N and north of Homestead was to be drained 
eastward into Biscayne Bay via six proposed canals (C-101 through C-106). The 
area south of Homestead was to be drained southward into Florida Bay and 
Barnes Sound via six proposed canals (C-107 through C-112). During project 
review, the National Park Service wrote correspondence to the Corps concurring 
with the plan for eastern Dade County, but requested that the area west and 
northwest of Homestead be drained westerly mto Taylor Slough. to reduce the 
drainage effects of the C&SF Project improvements. The National Park Service 
and the Fish and Wildlife Service also objected to the southerly extension of the 
proposed C-109, C-110. C-111. and C-112 canals to tidewater, and requested 
that the canals be term.inated at the one-foot contour to promote sheeb:1ow. and 
reduce the effects of direct freshwater inflows to the downstream estuaries. 

The 1961 plan was modified in the South Dade County GDM (U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers 1963} so that the L=31N canal would be used "to provide southerly 
drainage to ENP in Taylor Slough for the westerly portion of south Dade County". 
The L··31W canal was specifically added as part of the 1963 GDM so that during 
the design storm approximately 28 square miles of land adjacent to the C-102 
and C-103 canals would be drained westward into Taylor Slough. The first 
proposed operating criteria for the southern reach of the L-31 N canal would have 
allowed wet season canal stages to rise as high as 6.5 feet to promote the 
discharge ofwater into Taylor Slough via the L-31 W canal. Water would then spill 
overbank from the L-31W canal into Taylor Slough. Under flood conditions, up 
to 500 cfs would be discharged into the L-31W canal and pass southward via 
S-175, to maximize Taylor Slough inflows. 

Prior to construction of the C&SF Project the farming practices in this region had 
adapted to the natural cycle ofEverglades flooding and drying. Land preparation 
and planting would begin after wet season water levels naturally receded. 
Agricultural practices were thus in tune with the natural variability in seasonal 
rainfall and water levels. By the late l 960's and early l 970's. construction of the · 
L-31N, L-31W, and C-111 canal systems reached completion. and the optimum 
canal operational stages were lowered in response to expanding agricultural and 
urban development into the lower-lying areas of western Dade County (Van Lent 
et al. 1993). During the 1980's, agricultural practices in the region began to 
change. in part due to a lower than norrnal decade of rainfall. Grove crops, which 
require low ground water levels throughout the year, expanded into the western 
portions of the basin. In addition, economic pressures forced south Dade farmers 
to plant their row crops earlier in the season to compete with growers from other 
areas. Both of these changes prompted additional demands to lower canal 
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operational stages to increase groundwater storage potential so there would be a 
readily available area to absorb the stormwater runoff, thereby reducing the risk 
of flooding of the root zones. · 

The operational levels maintained in the L-31N, L-31 W, and C-111 canals are also 
extremely important to the natural areas in the eastern section of the Park. These 
canals traverse the Rocky Glades and canal water levels largely control the 
magnitude of groundwater losses from the Northeast Shark Slough and Taylor 
Slough basins. The underlying limestone of the Rocky Glades is the most 
permeable bedrock found in South Florida, and minor reductions in canal water 
levels drain tremendous quantities of surface and ground water from the 
wetlands. Maintenance of higher surface and ground water levels in this area is 
pivotal to the restoration of flows throughout Northeast Shark Slough, Taylor 
Slough. and into the downstream. estuaries of the GulfofMexico and Florida Bay. 
The immediate loss of stonnwater runoff to tide during the rainy season and the 
continued drainage of the wetlands and stored groundwater into the dry season 
not only cause the loss of natural hydroperiods 1n the uplands, but also cause a 
drastic reduction of freshwater flow into the downstream estuaries during the 
remainder of the dry season. The resulting reduction in groundwater levels 
further aggravate the problem when the early spring rains arrive, rainfall must 
first fill up the depleted groundwater regime before surface water flow can 
resume, and transport freshwater into the downstream marshes and estuaries. 

The Impacts of Water Management in the Rocky Glades 

The impacts ofwater management changes in the Rocky Glades most likely date 
back to the beginning of drainage activities in the Everglades watershed. 
Unfortunately, little hydrologic information exists for the pre-drainage Everglades. 
Figure 2 shows water level hydrographs for two long-term monitoring stations in 
the Rocky Glades, which were installed in the late 1940's and mid 1950's (see 
Figure 1 for locations). Even with this late start. the plots indicate that the 
transitional wetlands in these areas were routinely subjected to short periods of 
seasonal flooding until approximately 1962. when the L-29 levee was completed, 
enclosing WCA 3B. Table 1 provides a brief summary of the water level and 
hydroperiod changes that have occurred in the Rocky Glades area. Prior to 1962, 
average wet season water levels exceeded 6.9 feet at the G596 gage, and exceeded 
5.80 feet at the G789 gage. After 1962, average October water levels dropped by 
1.2 to 1.5 feet at these gages. Similar reductions have occurred in average water 
levels during the late dry season. The reduced water levels have had a profound 
affect on hydroperiods in the Rocky Glades. Prior to 1962. surface water 
inundations occurred on average, 13 to 14 percent of the time. After 1962, 
surface water inundations occurred less than 1 percent of the time. More 
importantly, groundwater levels have become so low that much of the Rocky 
Glades has water levels several feet below the ground surface throughout the 
year. Under these conditions, rainfall rarely raises water levels to the point where 
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Figure 2. 	 Water Level Hydrographs for two Long-Tenn Monitoring Stations in 
the.Rocky Glades (see Figure 1 for site locations). 
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Table I. Brief Summary of the Water Level and Hydroperiod Changes in the 
Rocky Glades. Key Stages are 6.0 feet at G596 and 5.0 feet at G789. 

I · PRE·l962 I POST·l962 I 
SrrE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE 
NAME OCTOBER APRIL OCfOBER APRIL 

WATER LEVEL WA'IER LEVEL WATER LEVEL WATER LEVEL 

0596 6.93 4.96 5.71 3.47 

0789 5.82 3.22 4.35 2.03 

SrrE PERCENT PERCENI' PERCENT PERCENT 
NAME GREATER TiiAN GREATER THAN GREATER TiiAN GREATER TiiAN 

KEY STAGE GROUND SURFACE KEY STAGE GROUND SURFACE 

0596 57 13 11 <l 

G789 41 14 7 <l 

surface water flows are produced, so the Rocky Glades have lost much of their 
ability to contribute flows to the Taylor Slough watershed, except under extreme 
rainfall events. 

Wet season water levels show a further reduction in the early 1970's. The 
reduced water levels in the 1970's are thought to be a primary factor responsible 
for the increased agricultural and residential development throughout the low
lying areas of western Dade County. This has even allowed development to 
expand into the unprotected areas west of the Eastern Protective Levee System. 
This area remained relatively dry throughout the 1970's, as a result of a long 
period of lower than norm.al rainfall, the co~tinued diversion of sheetflow away 
from NESS, and slightly improved drainage from the adjacent canals to the east. 
In spite of this. the agricultural and urban areas west of the L-3lN canal are 
extremely susceptible to flooding, since the C&SF Project has no project features 
or provisions to provide flood protection in these areas. 

InAugust and September of 1981, two extreme rainfall events produced extensive· 
flooding in western Dade County. The unprotected areas of the East Everglades 
experienced surface water flooding for a period of several weeks. In June 1982. 
water levels in the adjacent L-31 N canal were lowered, in an attempt to provide 
flood protection to the developed areas west of the L-3 lN canal. In mid 1983, 
after a period of high rainfall and continued flooding, the SFWMD began using the 
S-331 pump station to lower L-31 N canal water levels to provide additional flood 
protection to the East Everglades Residential Area (8.5 Square Mile Area). This 
pump station was built as part of the South Dade Conveyance System, and was 
designed only for dry season water supply pumping. The SFWMD and the NPS 
have completed several hydrologic studies which show that the use of this pump 
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station for flood protection has led to overdrainage of the Northeast Shark Slough 
wetlands. and may contribute to the flooding problems ln the Rocky Glades 
agricultural area and the Frog Pond. In 1984. the Army Corps of Engineers, the 
SFWMD, anclthe NPS began a program of re-introducing surface water flows into 
the Northeast Shark Slough basin. As part of this program. the L-31N canal was 
further lowered. and strict operating criteria were established to limit NESS 
inflows during periods when the groundwater levels in the East· Everglades are 
high. Hydrologic studies by the Corps, the SFWMD, and ENP have shown that 
throughout the NESS test, water levels in the East Everglades have remained 
below the pre-test levels. Even with these changes. the area remains subject to 
high groundwater levels and periodic flooding during extreme rainfall periods, 
because of low ground surface elevations, and its close proximity to the 
Everglades. 

The Impacts of Water Management in Taylor Slough 

Water level monitoring stations in the Taylor Slough basin were also installed well 
after the start of drainage activities in the Everglades. Figure 3 shows water level 
hydrographs for two long-term monitoring station in the Taylor Slough basin. The 
earliest monitoring data for the upper Taylor Slough area began at the bridge over 
Taylor Slough in late 1960. Monitoring began in the lower Taylor Slough area in 
early 1953. Table 2 provides a brief summary of the water level and hydroperiod 
changes at these two monitoring sites. The comparison in table 2 breaks the 
record based on the start of construction of the L-3 lN and C-111 canals in early 
1965. Note that average wet season water levels at Taylor Slough Bridge and at 
P-37 show very little change. During the late dry season. water levels at the 
Taylor Slough Bridge have increased, as a result of supplemental water deliveries 
from the SDCS. Station P-37 shows no apparent water level or hydroperiod 
changes because it is located in the lower portion of the watershed, and the 
effects of local rainfall and its close proximatey to tide, overshadow the impacts 
of upstream water management. 

Restoration Goals for the Rocky Glades and Taylor Slough 

The wetlands throughout the Rocky Glades and Taylor Slough have experienced 
major changes in their original patterns of seasonal flooding and sequential 
drying as a result of reduced surface water inflows, the redirection of stormwater 
runoff to the eastern coastal canals. and the drainage effects of the canal system 
along the Park's eastern boundary. These hydrologic alterations have 
subsequently led to a reduction in the spatial scale of these wetlands, a loss of 
habitat heterogeneity, and declines in ecosystem productivity, that can be seen 
in many of the key plant and animal communities within the Park and adjacent 
natural areas. The current plan by the Army Corps of Engineers for Modified 
Water Deliveries to Everglades National Park is designed to address many of these 
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Figure 3. 	 Water Level Hydrographs for two Long-Term Monitoring Stations in 
the Taylor Slough Basin (see Figure 1 for site locations). 
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Table 2. Brief Summary of the Water Level and Hydroperiod Changes in the 
Taylor Slough Basin. Key Stages are 3.0 feet at TSB and 0.8 feet at 
P-37. 

r=_ PRE-1965 I POST-1965 I 
SITE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE 
NAME OCTOBER APRIL OCTOBER APRIL 

WATER LEVEL WA1ERLEVEL WATER LEVEL WA'IER LEVEL 

TSB 3.83 0.54 3.71 1.24 

P-37 1.67 0.24 1.62 0.25 

SITE PERCENT PERCENf PERCJ<:NT PERCENr 
NAME GREATER TiiAN GREATER THAN GREATER THAN GREATER THAN 

KEYSfAGE GROUND SURFACE KEY STAGE GROUND SURFACE 

TSB 41 24 41 28 

P-37 76 76 74 74 

concerns through the re-introduction of sheetflow, and restoration of more 
natural water depths and hydroperiods in Northeast Shark Slough. This effort to 
re-establish higher surface water levels and longer hydroperiods in the deeper 
slough is crncial to increasing ecosystem productivity and maintaining adequate 
freshwater flows to the west coast estuaries. but these changes alone will not 
restore natural ecological function. Restoring more 11.atural hydrologic conditions 
in the transitional wetlands of the Rocky Glades is also an essential component 
of this ecosystem restoration program. Without simultaneously raising 
groundwater levels and reinstating the historical seasonal inundations in the 
higher elevated prairies of the Rocky Glades, we will loose a key con1ponent of the 
natural diversity of habitats that are needed to sustain the wide range of animal 
species adapted to the natural Everglades Ecosystem. 

Everglades National Park has developed a water management policy for Taylor 
Slough and the Rocky Glades that focuses on meeting a set of water level targets 
for the marshes in the northern portion of the Taylor Slough watershed. These 
weekly "average" water levels are based on their best estimate of the hydrology 
of the watershed in the 1930's and 1940's when the Park was established (Van 
Lent and Johnson 1993). The water level targets were designed to vary seasonally 
and annually in response to local rainfall, such that for any given week, half of 
the years will have water levels higher than this tar~;et. and half of the years will 
have water levels lower than the target. The weekly water level targets are 
calculated using an impulse response function, that is the mathematical 
relationship between rainfall and the average weekly stage for the period from 
1933 through 1947. The plan would be implemented by adding up. or 
superimposing. ~he effects of all of the rainfall events over the previous 52 weeks, 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION FOR THE STRUCTURAL ALTERNATIVE PLANS 
FOR THE C-111 DRAFT GRR, SUBMITTED TO THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF 
ENGINEERS, DECEMBER 1993 

John C. Ogden, William B. Robertson. Jr.. Joe Carroll. Janet Ley, G. Thomas 
Bancroft, and Gerald Atmar 

INTRODUCTION. . ..-

Tiiis report provides a description of the process. and the results, from an effort 
to evaluate the environmental responses in the Taylor Slough and C-111 basins. 
and in eastern Florida Bay. to six proposed. alternative plans for structural 
modifications to the C-111, L-31N and L-31W water delivery systems. 

ECOWGICAL DEGRADATION OF THE TAYLOR SLOUGH AND C-111 BASINS 

Although the timing and overall quantitative aspects of the biological degradation 
ofthe Taylor Slough/C-111 basins is poorly documented, it is well known that the 
region once maintained highly important wildlife habitat. We know, for example, 
that as recently as the 1940s and 1950s. Grossman's Slough (southwest of 
Grossman's Ridge) stlll supported a large, reproductively active population of 
American Alligators (G. Simmons, pers. observations). We also know that other 
sloughs in the headwaters east ofGrossman's Ridge, including sloughs inside the 
present "8 1/2 sq. mile residential area", were important habitats for large 
numbers of migratory and wintering waterfowl and wading birds as recently as 
the late 1950s (D. Tabb and W. Robertson. pers. observations). Similarly, as 
recently as the late .~960s the headwaters of Taylor Slough and the East 
Everglades were important foraging habitats for Wood Storks from the now
abandoned Madeira Rookery in lower Taylor Slough (J. Ogden, pers. 
observations}. Even the fmger glades of Long Pine Key, now for the most part 
drained. were common feeding areas for Wood Storks in the 1940s and 1950s (E. 
Winte. pers. observations). 

Loftus et al. (1992) suggest that the numerous rockland solution holes scattered 
throughout the higher elevation marshes that are characteristic of the Taylor 
Slough basin once were Important refugia for fishes and aquatic Invertebrates. 
The loss of these refugia due to regionally lowered ground water levels. mainly 
since 1962. has critically reduced the prey base necessary to support many larger 
vertebrates. The overall impression of long-time observers with respect to these 
·basins is that the numbers for all species of larger aquatic animals. including 
otters. alligators. pied-billed grebes. anhinga, all wading birds, mottled ducks. and 
limpkins. have been substantially reduced during the past 30 years. 

Aside from these qualitative observations. some quantitative studies support the- -. 
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same conclusion regarding the ecological degradation of the Taylor Slough and C
111 basins. A review of Wood Stork nesting patterns in the Park has shown that 
a relatively abrupt change in the timing of colony formation. one that has proved · 
to be detrimental to colony success, occurred beginning in 1969-1970 (Ogden 
1994). This change in timing of nesting coincided with the time when maximum 
water levels at a key station in northern Taylor Slough (G-789) declined to below 
ground surface (Van Lent and Johnson 1993). The number of sampling stations 
occupied by singing Cape Sable Sparrows in the Taylor Slough::-headwaters 
declined from 49 in 1981 to 12 in 1993 (Cumett and Pimm 1993). During the 
same petiod of years, habitat quality at 68 of the sampling stations in the same 
area. including those With singing males, was potentially degraded due to 
increases in the amount of woody vegetation in the marshes. The combination 
of reduced water depths and shortened annual hydropetiods are considered to be 
one of the primary environmental change that can result in invasions of woody 
vegetation into marshes (Kushlan et al. 1982). 

The number of Roseate Spoonbills nesting and feeding in northeastern Flortda 
Bay and in the mainland estuaries in the lower C-111 basin, respectively, has ..r. 
declined sharply since the early 1980s (Powell et al. 1991). This decline in 
spoonbill reproductive effort in the northeastern Bay occurred concurrently With 
changes in water delivery schedules for C-111. which presumably altered depth 
and drying patterns below the lower portion of C-111.-------· ..
Reviews of ecological data from northeastern Florida Bay have suggested that 
elevated salinities have had a range of adverse impacts in the northeastern Bay. 
including alteration of the species composition of aquatic grass beds and 
reductions in the number of juveniles for several spl'!cies of sport fishes {Boesch 
et al. 1993,· Mcivor et al. 1994). These salinity Increases have been due to the 
reduction in freshwater flows entering the Bay from Taylor Slough and other 
mainland creeks. 

These observations suggest that much of the ecological decline in this region has 
occurred since the 1960s. This time frame is consistent with the pertod of major 
alterations in the hydrology of the Taylor Slough and C-111 basins (Johnson and 
Fennema 1989, Loftus et al. 1992. Van Lent et al 1993, Van Lent and Johnson 
1993}. These authors show that significant lowering ofwater depths in the Taylor 
Slough headwaters began during the 1960s, and that by the late 1980s peak 
depths were 2 feet lower than the historical peaks. This magnitude of 
hydrological change has caused reductions ln annual hydropertods in upper 
portions ofTaylor Slough of from l to 4 months. and has resulted in large areas 
of marshes no longer· being flooded by surface water except durtng the wetter 
years. 

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION GOALS 

2 
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Two basic assumptions underlie the ecological restoration goals for the Taylor 
Slough and C-111 basins and the downstream estuaries of northeastern Florida 
Bay. These are (1) that ecological restoration Will for the most part only be 
achieved to the extent that hydrological restoration is achieved. and (2) that 
maximwn restoration of ecological structure and function will require maximum 
recovery of the spatial extent and landscape heterogeneity of the system (Weaver 
and Brown 1993). 

Specific ecologi~ restoration objectives for the Taylor Slough and c:-111 basins 
and Florida Bay are listed in the reports for sub-regions 7 and 8 in Weaver and 
Brown (1993). Four highly important. but representative, restoration objectives 
included in these lists should be emphasized here: (1) the recovecy of 
keystone/indicator species. including pre-drainage wading bird nesting colony 
patterns, alligator reproductive patterns, and freshwater fish p.Jpulation 
movement and survival patterns. (2) the recovery of viable populations for all 
endangered and threatened species, (3) reestablish the upland freshwater source 
to mangroves and coastal wetland communities to restore their natural 
productivity and ecologically important detrital export to estuaries. and (4) the 
reestablishment of more natural spatial and temporal patterns of salinities in 
coastal estuaries. 

Biological restoration ofthe Taylor Slough and C-111 basins also must be viewed 
as a companion endeavor with the Shark Slough restoration program. Although 
Taylor Slough and Shark Slough represent somewhat separate hydrological 
basins. their geographical proximity and complementary hydrologic systems 
support a single. dynamic wildlife community. Species with relatively large 
spatial requirements ·(Snail Kite. wading birds. etc.) are dependent on the 
combined habitat conditions in both of these basins for their survival. For 
example. the higher-elevation. short-hydroperiod marl prairies and the mainland 
estuaries. once much more extensive and/or more productive. served as essential 
early dry season foraging areas for Park-wide populations of wading birds. 

ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL 

Because environmental evaluations of the alternative structural plans for the C
111 project h~d to conducted in a period of approximately 8-10 weeks. and belore 
species models for this purpose have been completed and tested. a more rapid 
evaluation process had to be developed. Our approach was to establish a small 
team of Everglades biologists/ecologists to (1) recommend the best evaluation 
process possible for the time frame available. and (2) conduct the environmental 
evaluations. The evaluation team consisted of John C. Ogden. chairman 
(NPS/EVER), Dr. William B. Robertson. Jr. (NPS/EVER). Joe Carroll (FWS/Vero 
Beach). Janet Ley (SFWMD/West Palm Beach). GeraldAtmar {COE/Jacksonville). 
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and Dr. G. Thomas Bancroft (Natl. Audubon Society/Miami). 

The evaluation team identified a series of ecological relationships that have been 
reasonably well demonstrated in the Everglades ~ystem, and for which some 
assessmept of the alternative plans might be possible given the nature of the 
model output from the lXl hydrological model. The list of environmental 
relationships is presented below. For each of these ecological relationships, the 
team attempted to determine the number of lXl cells that showed ~provement, 
degradation. or no change in habitat conditions, compared to the base condition, 
based on predicted changes in the hydrology in each cell. 

The following ecological relationships were proposed for use in the evaluation of 
the alternative structural plans. 

(1) Wood Storks. It has been shown that the timing of stork colony formation 
influences colony success rates. and that earlier colonies are more likely to be 
successful than are later forming colonies (Ogden 1994). It has also been shown 
that stork colonies in the park form earlieI' 1n years when extensive areas of the 
higher elevation, marl prairie marshes are flooded during the early dxy season 
{November-December) than in years when these prairies are dry in these months. 
The evaluation will compare predicted changes in the number of cells located in 
the marl prairie portion of the study area that show surface water flooding during 
November and December. The preferred alternative will be the plan that shows 
the greatest increase in flooded cells for th.ls region and these months. 

(2) Roseate Spoonbill. Studies of spoonbill nesting patterns in eastern Florida 
Bay have shown that colony success is greatest when adult birds can find 
adequate feeding conditions in the mainland wetlands in the lower portions of the 
C·· 111 and Taylor Slough basins. especially durtng the nestling period from 
January through March (Bjork & Powell 1993). Ideal foraging conditions are 
created by extensive flooding early in the nesting season (Nov.-Dec.) followed by 
moderate, regional drying patterns through March. When drying is too slow. prey 
are not adequately concentrated; when it is too rapid, the adult birds are forced 
to fly greater distances to find adequate foraging sites. A preferred plan will be 
the one with the greatest number of cells in the lower basins flooded during 
November. and with 50-75% of these cells dcy by end of March. A lower 
percentage of dcy cells in March would indicate an inadequate drying rate. while 
a higher percentage would indicate a too-rapid drying rate. resulting in an 
unacceptably extensive drying of foraging habitats within range of the colonies. 

(3) Cape Sable Sparrow. It has been shown that Cape Sable Sparrow nesting 
colonies only occur in marshes that lack even sparse amounts of woody 
vegetation {Werner 1975). lnvasion of marshes by woody vegetation can occur -·. 
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where annual hydroperiods and/or water depths are reduced (Kushlan and Bass 
1983. Taylor 1983). The preferred alternative will be the plan that shows the 
greatest increase in the number of flooded cells during the summer wet season 
(July-October). and following the sparrow nesting season (February-June: Werner 
1975). 

(4) American Alligator. lt has been shown that the number~f adult female 
alligators that initiate nesting during June each year is proportional. to the area 
of surface flooding In the sloughs during the alligator pre-nesting. courtship 
period in April and May (M. Fleming unpublished data). Cells that occur inTaylor 
Slough will be compared for surface water patterns during the courtship months. 
with the preferred alternative being that plan which has the highest number of 
flooded cells for these two months. 

(5) Freshwater fishes. It has been shown that increases in the length and spatial 
extent of uninterrupted. between-year hydropertods results in increases in density 
and biomass of fishes (Loftus and Eklund 1994). The preferred alternative will be 
that plan that shows the largest number of cells in Taylor Slough With 
uninterrupted. inter-annual flooding. 

(6) Freshwater fishes. It has been proposed that solution holes in the marl 
prairies are important refugia for fishes and aquatic invertebrates when the 
marshes in these areas lack surface water (Loftus et al. 1992). Data collected by 
Loftus suggest that when water levels drop more than l m. below ground level. 
that the presence of these aquatic animals in solution holes is much reduced. 
The preferred alternative will be the plan that has the fewest cells in the marl 
prairie regions with water levels that drop more than 1 m. below ground for one 
or more months during the_year. 

(7) Estuarine fishes. Data have been collected that suggest that higher numbers 
and biomass of fishes during the dry season in the mainland estuary in the lower 
C-111 basin are associated With relatively deeper floo_ding during the later months 
(September-October) of the preceding wet season (J. Lorenz unpublished data). 
Based on the Lorenz data. the preferred alternative will be the plan that predicts 
the largest number of cells in the lower C-111 and Taylor Slough basins With 
surface depths greater than 0.5 feet of water during the late wet season months. 
September-October. 

(8) Emergent aquatic plants. An earlier ecological assessment of the Taylor 
Slough basin has suggested that drying greater than 24-30 inches below ground 
surface results in stress to root systems of emergent aquatic plants (Tabb 1987). 
We propose to select a preferred alternative for thls relationship by identifying the 
plan with the fewest cells showing subsurface drying greater than 30 inches for 
two or more consecutive months per year. 

5 
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(9) Periphyton. A review of periphyton community dynamics in the Everglades 
. has suggested that areas with l to 5-7 month hydroperiods will be dominated by 
blue-green algal communities. while areas with 7 to 12 month hydroperiods will 
be dominated by diatom/green algal communities (Browder et al. 1994). This 
review also suggests that diatoms/green algae are more important in Everglades 
food chains. and that shifts in community composition due to shortened 
hydroperiods may have caused fundamental changes in productiVi!=.Y. in Everglades 
marshes. The preferred alternative will be the plan that sho~~ -.the largest 
number of cells with 7 to 12 month hydroperiods. · 

(10) Soil indicators. An earlier assessment of the ecology of the Taylor Slough 

basin suggested that the broad marl prairies should ex:peiience maximum 

hydroperiods that average 6-7 months. if these regions are to be ecologically 

healthy (Tabb 1987), A prefer!'ed alternative for this relationship will be the plan 

that produces the largest number of cells with 6-7 month hydroperiods in years 

with average rainfall. 


Tl 1s list of environmental relationships does not include eastern Florida Bay 

cu~.'..lponents because the lXl model does not extend as far south as the Bay or 

into the mainland estuaries immediately along the north shore of eastern Florida 

Bay. For this reason. and because no mathematical relationship between 

upstream ·water flows and northeastern Bay salinities has been developed, no 

quantitative evaluation of enVironmental responses in the Bay was possible for 

this report. 


The enVironmental team based its evaluations on output from the lXl 

hydrological model, program,med to run with the current rainfall-based delivery 

formula and using the currently authorized operational criteria for optimum canal 

stages. For the environmental evaluations, the output from fue model n1ns were 

processed by the EVER modeling team {R. Fennema et al.}. These processed data 

consisted of separate sets of maps shoWing average annual water depths and 

annual hydroperiods for each lXl cell for Base conditions and for each alternative 

plan. for a wet year (1968··69). dry year (1973-74) and a normal rainfall year 

(1976-77}. These data also were presented in summary tables, which included 

a monthly breakdown of the number of cells With surface water and the number 

of cells with annual hydroperiods in different depth classes. for each plan and 

year. 


For the purposes of these environmental evaluations. three different subsets of 

the lXl cells were identified. representing three separate habitat types: marl 

prairies. central Taylor Slough, and the lower C-111 basin. The number of lXl 

cells in each of these habitat subsets were as follows: marl prairie (229). central 

Taylor Slough {78). and lower C-111 basin (86). End of month water depths for 

each cell in each subset. and for each of the three modeled years. were used in 
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the final evaluations reported here. Only the subset of cells that was appropriate 
for the specific relationship being examined was used in each of these final 
evaluations. 

RESULTS 

Our evaluations are summarized below. For two reasons the team did not 
conduct environmental evaluations for all 10 of the ecological 'relationships 
identified in the above list. First, the post-processing of the lXl model output 
was unable to produce the hydrological data in all of the different formats 
required for these evaluations. in the time available for conducting these 
evaluations. Thus the team only was able to conduct five of the proposed 
evaluations. for the Wood Stork, Cape Sable Sparrow. American Alligator, Roseate 
Spoonbill and for the hydroperiod/freshwater fishes relationship. And secondly. 
because the hydrological data shown for the groupings of cells Within each habitat 
subset were essentially identical, from an ecological perspective, both among the 
different alternative plans and between the Base condition and the alternative 
plans. the evaluation team was comfortable with the decision to produce an 
evaluation report for a sample of the ecological relationships representing each 
of the three habitat subsets of cells. 

Mari Prairies: 

1. Wood Stork. This evaluation compared differences in the areal extent of 
surface flooding in the marl prairies during the traditional months of colony 
formation, November and December. The preferred alternative plan would be the 
one showing the greatest increase, compared to the Base condition, in the number 
of flooded cells during these months in the marl prairies. 

The combined two month total number (maximum 458 cells) of flooded cells 
during November and December for Base condition and for each plan are as 
follows (percentages are o/o increase compared to Base): 

Base: Wet year= 298 cells: Dry= 250 cells: Norm.= 262 cells. 

Plan 1: 306(1.0%): 254(1.6%); 271(3.4%): (cumulative 3 year increase: 2.6%). 

Plan 2: 309(3.6%): 252(0.8%): 272(3.7%): (3.4%). 

Plan 3: 333(10.6%); 270(7.7%): 302(13.3%); (10.5%). 

Plan 4: 320{6.9%): 270(7.5%): .298(12.1%); (8.8%). 

Plan 5: 323(7.8%); 259(3.5%); 293(10.6%): (7.5%). 

Plan 6: 320(6.9%): 262(4.6%); 294(10.9%}: (7.5%). 


Plan 3 scored highest in all three years: Plan 4 scored 2nd highest. followed by -
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plans 5 and 6. Although differences among plans 3. 4. 5 and 6 were not great. 
these four plans were stronger than plans l and 2. Thus it may be concluded 
that Plans 3 through 6 potentially can produce larger areas of early dry season · 
foraging habitat for Wood Storks than can the other Plans or the Base condition, 
and therefore are more likely to improve stork reproductive effort in the 
southeastern Everglades. 

2. Cape Sable Sparrow. Assuming that surface flooding in the marl prairies 
during the July through October wet season is an important control for woody 
plant invasion into sparrow nesting habitat. the plan showing the greatest 
increa.-se in number of flooded cells, compared to the Base condition, would best 
benefit the sparrow. We scored each alternative plan for the cumulative. total 
number of cells flooded during these months (percentages are o/o change from 
Base\: 

Base~ Wet year= 841 cells: Dry yr.= 688 cells: Normal yr.= 688 cells. 

Plan l: 846(0.6%); 704(2.3%); 707(2.7%): (cumulative increase= 1.8%). 

Plan 2: 853(1.5%); 737(6.7%}: 742('7.30/o): (5.0%). 

Plan 3: 856(1.B<lA>): 758(9.3%): 766(10.2%): (6.9%). 

Plan 4: 841(0.0%); 751(8.4%): 761(9.6%): (5.8%). 

Plan 5: 854(1.6%); '758(9.3%0: 758(9.3%); (6.5%). 

Plan 8: 844(0.4%): 748(8.1%): 753(8.70/0): (5.5%). 


Plans 2 through 6 show greater increases in total number of flooded cells durtng 
the 'Wet season. than does Plan 1. and presumably would beneflt spa ..-row habitat 
by having greater potential for controlling woody plant invasion into the marl 
prairte marshes. The strongest plans appear to be 3 and 5. 

Taylor Slough: 

3. American Alligator. The assumption is that the number of adult female 
alligators initiating nesting each June will be proportionate to the area of Taylor 
Slough that is flooded during the April-May courtship period. Thus the plan 
showing the largest increase in flooded cells in these 2 months should show the 
most improvement in nesting effort compared to Base. The combined April-May 
totals for Base and each Plan are as follows: 

Base: Wet year= 102; Dry= 4: Norm.= 65; Cumulative total= 171. 

Plan l: 103: 6: 65: Total= 174. 

Plan 2: 101: 3; 69; Total= 173. 

Plan 3: 101: 2; 69; Total= 172. 

Plan 4: 102; 3: 67: Total= 172. 
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Plan 5: 101: 3: 68: Total= 172. 
Plan 6: 101: 4: 66; Total= 171. 

This evaluation shows no difference among the different plans in the number of 
flood.ed cells in central Taylor Slough, and no difference between the plans and 
the Base condition. 

4. Freshwater fishes. This evaluation assumes that the Plan that. shows the 
fewest number of dry cells in Taylor Slough will be the Plan that most improves 
reproduction and survival among fishes. The hydrological evaluation of the lXl 
model output shows that the driest months occur in February, March. April and 
May, the months with the fewest flooded cells. For each Plan, the four month 
cumulative total of dry cells is compared with the cumulative total for the Base 
condition: 

Base= Wet year= 96; Dcy= 300: Normal= 202; Total= 598 dry cells. 

Plan 1: 94: 297: 201: Total= 592. 

Plan 2: 97; 302; 192; Total= 591. 

Plan 3: 97; 301; 199; Total= 597. 

Plan 4: 95: 297; 197: Total= 589. 

Plan 5: 97; 304: 203; Total= 604. 

Plan 6: 96; 297; 201; Total= 594. 


This evaluation shows no meaningful difference among the six alternative plans 

in the number of dry cells, and no habitat improvement (reduction in dry cells) ~ 


between Base and the plans. 


Lower C-111 Basin: 


5. Roseate Spoonbill. The evaluation for spoonbill habitat cells is based on 

information that shows that nesting success is reduced in years when extensive 

drying or flooding occurs during the months of the nesting cycle. Our assumption 

is that ideal foraging habitat is created when more moderate drying rates our, 

when between 50% and 75% of the cells that are flooded in November become dry 

by the following March. The following evaluation shows the percentage of cells 

that become dry between November and March. The preferred plans will be those 

that show more than 50% and fewer than 75% of the cells drying during this 

period. 


Base: Wet year= 23.8% dcying: Dry= 100%: Normal= 65.2%. 

Plan 1: 18.8%; 100%: 65.7%. 

Plan 2: 21.0o/o: 100%: 64.8%. 
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Plan 3: 13.6%: 1000/o: 66.7%. 
Plan 4: 17.5%; 1000/o: 70.9%. 
Plan 5: 25.0%; lOOo/o: 68.7%. 
Plan 6: 20.0%; 1000/o: 65.2%. 

Neither the Base condition nor any of the plans are predicted to provide suitable 
foraging habitat during wet and dry years. The best wet year drying rate occurred 
under Plan 5. The Base condition and all plans provide suitable foraging habitat 
during the normal rainfall year. although the six ·plans show n6 ·meaningful 
improvement compared to the Base condition. 

DISCUSSION 

The results from these five environmental evaluations suggest that while plans 3
6 may provide greater ecological benefits. this type of evaluation does not reveal 
strong environmental benefits from any of the proposed plans. None of the plans 
are predicted to provide greater than l 0% increases in the number of improved 
habitat cells. Even this low level of improvement may be of no ecological 
significance. in view of the assumed. but unmeasured, degree of error that is 
inherent in all models. More specifically, these evaluations show no changes in 
the numbers of improved habitat cells in the Taylor Slough and lower C-111 
basins. and very modest improvements in the Marl prairies. 

A more positive perspective is that alternative plans 3 through 6 show potential 
for habitat improvement in the marl prairies, the habitat type that appears to be 
most in need of restoration. Irrespective of the actual water depth values 
produced by the lXl model. the fact that the output for all of the alternative 
plans. especially 3-6, all show increases in the number of improved habitat cells 
strongly suggests that these plans potentially can meet the restoration targets set 
for this region. once improved delivery formula and operational criteria are in 
place. 

The prtmary reason why these plans do not show strong environmental benefits 
is because they each have been modeled with essentially the same delivery 
formula and operational crtteria. The different structural modifications being 
evaluated do no more than move a fiXed amount of water around to different 
places in the Taylor Slough/C-111 basin. Thus each plan tends to improve 
habitat conditions in one location at the expense of habitat con.ditlons in a 
different location. The fact that the model output shows much greater 
hydrological responses among the three different categories of rainfall years than 
among plans Within a year shows that substantial increases in total, regional 
volumes of water will produce much greater numbers of improved habitat cells 
than will structural modifications alone. 

10 
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The environmental evaluation team agrees with the hypothesis that the initial 
focus for ecological restoration must be on achieving hydrological restoration 
(Weaver and Brown 1993). The test for this hypothesis requires that a strong, 

regional ecological monitoring program be developed to be implemented as an 
integral part of the C-111 project. The environmental evaluation team assumes 
that amore useful assessment of environmental benefits from the C-111 project 
will be produced once further structural improvements identified by the current 

hydrological evaluation of alternative plans are incorporated,Ci!'ld a set of 
alternative operational plans are modeled. ·· 
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Technical Report SFNRC 93-4 

Executive Summary 

The restoration of Everglades National Park is possible only if the exten1 and 
duration of surface water inundations and surface water flows are brought back 
to more natural levels, r~embling pre-drainage conditions. The Army Corps of 
Engineers C-111 General Re-evaluation process was designed to address flood 
control, environmental enhancement, and water management improvements in 
the C-111 basin. This report describes the predicted hydrological impacts on 
the water resourc«>.s of the Park and adjacent areas caused by each of the s~ruc
tural alternatives proposed in the GRR process. The analysis relied entirely on 
output from the South Florida Water Management District's lxl version of the 
South Florida Water Management Model (Version 1.2), which was modified 
by the District and the Corps to simulate each of the alternatives. 

• The Park's criteria for the evaluation of the structural alternatives fo
cused heavily on the re-establishment of more natural surface water and 
groundwater levels in the wetlands of the C-111 basin. As proposed, 
all of the alternatives would provide only very modest improvements in 
ground and/or surface water levels in these natural areas. Most of the 
salient items offered in the alternatives provide for increased flood con
trol and drainage for the eastern developed areas, but do little to address 
the continued environmental degradation of the natural areas west of the 
Eastern Protective Levee System. 

• 	 Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 provide increased flood control and wa
ter supply benefits by pumping into the main channel of Taylor Slough 
through large pumps located at a single location. In contrast, alterna
tives 4 and 6 use five moderate size pumps to spread water out over the 
wetlands of the Rocky Glades and northern Taylor Slough. The increased 
pump capacity in the headwaters and northern portion of the Taylor 
Slough basin provide for large increases in wet season flows through the 
Tayfor Slough Bridge cross-section, but produce only modest additional 
flows into the downstream areas of Taylor Slough and Florida Bay. 

• 	 None of the alternatives significantly restore more natural conditions in 
the Eastern Panhandle watershed of the lower C-111 basin, however all 
plans degrade the spoil piles on the southern bank of the C-111 canal. 
Alternative 5 partially backfills the C-111 canal south of S-18C, and 
Alternatives 3 and 4 backfill the canal completely south of the confluence 
with C-lllE. All, except Alternative 7, place plugs in C-109 and C-110, 
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but do not backfill the canals. Additional flood control and water supply 
discharges to the Eastern Panhandle are proposed in all but Alternative 
7. A new spreader canal (C-500E}, aligned eastward from the confluence 
of the C-1 llE and C-111 canals, is added in Alternatives 1 through 6. 
This canal would be supplied by either a 50 cfs pump (Alternatives 1, 2, 
and 6) or a 500 cfs pump (Alternatives 3, 4, and 5). 

• 	Alternatives 2 through 6 lower wet season water levels in the L-31N canal, 
and throughout much of the eastern developed areas, to levels well be
low those predicted for the Base condition. Water budget computations 
indicate that this practice leads to continued over-drainage of the Rocky 
Glades and northern Taylor Slough wetlands. Low wet season water lev
els in the L-31N, C-111, and coastal canals also cause massive seepage 
losses to the east. Average annual seepage losses from the marshes west 
of the L-31N canal were in excess of 225,000 acre-feet, under the Base 
condition. For comparison, average annual inflows to the Shark Slough 
basin are approximately 550,000 acre-feet under the current operating 
schedule. This indicates that a large proportion of the water deliveries 
to the Park are lost, due to the maintenance of low water levels to the 
east. 

• 	Our assessment showed that Alternatives 2 through 6 slightly lower 
groundwater levels in the western developed areas of the Rocky Glades 
and the Frog Pond, but groundwater levels will remain high under the 
base condition, and all of the proposed alternatives. Under all of these 
plans, the developed areas are subject to frequent root zone flooding 
under normal wet season conditions, and short periods of surface water 
inundations during extreme storm events. Flooding problems in these 
areas will continue to occur because of the low-lying nature of these 
lands, and their close proximity to the Everglades. 

Our assessment of the alternatives was based solely on the predicted im
pacts of the proposed structural modifications. While this approach may be 
an acceptable method for designing flood control projects, it does not work 
for a multi-purpose project designed to also provide environmental benefits. 
Hydroperiods (the duration of surface water inundations) and hydropatterns 
(the spatial extent of surface water inundations) are the most important as
pects of the Park1s hydrology and, today, they are largely controlled by the 
operational levels in the adjacent canals. Changes in these parameters have 
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profound effects on the associated plant and animal communities and need to 
be fully evaluated. 

Thus, in addition to the proposed structural changes, operational adjust
ments need to be implemented to properly evaluate potential environmental 
benefits. For example, changes in structure capacities and canal design condi
tions should prompt changes in operational policies. Larger pump capacities 
must be balanced by increases in normal canal operational stages, or the in
creased capacities may provide drainage beyond the authorized levels of flood 
protection. Incre~ed canal operational stages in turn allow more of the wet 
season runoff to be stored in the adjacent aquifer, which reduces dry season 
supplemental water demands. Higher wet season canal stages also reduce seep
age losses from the wetlands and let the adjacent marsh water levels remain 
higher. These operational changes must be evaluated at the same time as 
the testing of structural alternatives, or the multiple purposes of the C&SF 
Project cannot be properly balanced. 

Using our knowledge of the surface water and groundwater hydrology along 
the Park's eastern boundary, and the history of past water management prob
lems in these areas, we have developed a conceptual plan which we believe 
will provide the authorized levels of flood protection to the eastern developed 
lands, while allowing for significant improvements in the hydrology of the ad

. jacent natural areas. This new alternative would create a buffer zone between 
the eastern developed areas and the Park, which would provide an area to 
temporarily store excess runoff, before it is passed into the wetlands of the 
Park. This approach would: 

1) 	 improve the timing and duration of surface water inflows to both the 
Park and state lands, 

2) reduce the documented over-drainage of the adjacent wetlands, and 

3) 	allow the re-establishment of higher wetland stages throughout the natu
ral areas of Northeast Shark Slough, Taylor Slough, and the lower C-111 
basins. 

All of these watersheds are hydrologically linked, and modifications proposed 
under separate GDMts, GRR's, FDM's, etc. do not allow for a comprehen
sive evaluation of the hydrological impacts, or ecological benefits, of proposed 
structural and operational modifications. Further evaluations, which will allow 
the testing of significant changes in both structures and current operational 
practices, are required before a preferred alternative can be reasonably se
lected. 
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The Flat, Wet, Lonely Wilderness 

That is what Daniel N. Beard called Everglades National Park in his Special 
Report on the Everglades National Park Project in 1938 and he added 

... and so it must remain forever. 

The reasons for establishing an Everglades National Park have 11ot changed 
much since 1938, the Everglades are indeed a more subtle and dynamic envi
ronment than most areas with outstanding geographic features. Conservation 
of a fragile ecology, so dependent on the seasonal fluctuation of water levels 
were concerns in 1938 as much as they are today. 

Fifty years later, 1988 brought more of the same, low water levels, coupled 
with a natural drought and artificial canal drawdowns. Water levels in the 
Rocky Glades, the headwaters of Taylor Slough, barely poked through to the 
surface. Unrelenting drainage of the swamp continues to take its toll, altering 
the landscape so much that today even slow-evolving biota, such as marsh 
vegetation communities, can be observed to disappear and be replaced by 
woody vegetation. Daniel B. Beard knew about the problem stating in his 
chapter on "The Effects of Human Use, Drainage:,, 

The most important problem to be settled before the Everglades Park 
is established is that of restoring water levels ... 

Serious efforts are needed to recreate the basic hydrology of a pre-drainage 
Park. Not until the long term decline of water levels has been reversed can 
restoration efforts begin to be addressed. Perhaps a synergistic approach cou
pled with wise administration will begin to show the results so that his goals 
may finally be realized: 

In fifty years, the Everglades National Park is capable of becoming 
an outstanding place. 
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Introduction 

TI1e purpose of this report is to provide a hydrological assessment of the--pro
posed. modifications to the canals and water cont1ol structures of the C-111 
drainage basin. The C-111 basin covers an area of approximately 100 mi2 and 
extends southward from Tamiami Trail to Florida Bay, and from the western 
side of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge well into Everglades National Park (ENP). 
The principal north-south levees and drainage canals are L-31N and C-111 
(Fig. 1 ). These levees, ana.ls and associated structures were constructed as 
part of the Eastern Protectiv~ Levee System (EPLS) of the Central and South· 
em Florida project (C&SF Project}, authorized by the Flood Control Act of 
1948 (PL 80-858). The Flood Control Act of 1954 (PL 83-780) authorized con
5truction of the L-31 W canal and levee. The Flood Control Acts of 1954 and 
1962 (PL 86-645) authorized construction of the C-111 canai and levee system 
and improvements to several of the south Dade coastal canals (see [Lent et al., 
1993] for an overview). The primary purpose was to provide flood control for 
the developed lands east of the L-31 N and C-111 levees. The development of 
this flood control project has led to severe over-drainage of wetlands in and 
adjacent to Everglades National Park. Concerns about the loss of natural 
b.bitats in the wetlands and degradation of Florida Bay sparked the process 
to develop solutions to reverse the decline of these natural areas. 

The 1963 Corps GDM for South Dade County stated tha.t the L-31N, 
C-102, and C-103 canals were to be constructed so that, during the design 
storm, approximately 28 square miles of land east of L-31N and west of the 
Sea.boa.rd Airline Railroad would be drained westward into Taylor Slough via 
L-31W canal (U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, 1963b]. The L-31W canal was 
specifically added as part of the 1963 GDM to replenish the freshwater supply 
to Taylor Slough. Unfotunately, the construction of the canal further divided 
the headwaters of Taylor Slough, placing a large portion of the watershed east 
of the L-31 W canal, within the area now known a.s the Frog Pond. The initial 
GDM operational plan specified that S-175 and S-176 would remain closed 
under normal conditions. L-31N would be held as high as 6.5 ft. NGVD to 
promote the discharge of water into L-31 W via. S-174..Water would then spill 
overbank from the L-31 W canal into Taylor Slough. Under flood conditions, 
up to 500 cfs would be discharged into L-31W via S-174 and out S-175, to 
maximize Taylor Slough inflows. The Everglades National Park-South Dade 
Conveyance System (SDCS) was authorized by Congress in 1968 (PL 90-483) 
to increase the conservation and conveyance of water supplies to ENP and the 
developed areas of South Dade. Improvements were made in the L-31 N canal 

http:Sea.boa.rd
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tO'increasedry season water deliveries to 1'=-.ylor Slough via canal L~31'-V and 

pam:p station S.332 (see {Lent d al., 1993}). · 


3.1 The Natural Features of the C-111 Basin . 

Acea~ ,oilS i~ioli·s~perimpoSed with. preliminary gro•ind ·surface 
elevat.i~ ia, &Im portioa of .authern D&de Coanty is shown in Fig. 2. The 
sail aaoc:iatiom and related land elevations define the original land.sea.~~' Cea
twa witm.· the C-111·buiL The soils information was taken from .a. Un:ver
ait:r.of F1onda publicatioll eiititled Soils Associations of Dade County, ·Florida 
(Leighty et~ 1954}. The ground surf~ elevations a.re from a GIS database 
~~1 the Park, bued on topographic surveys.made for the Sf'WMD, 
~ and ENP. Thia elevation c0ntour map and existing soils da.ta. ·or the C
lli ·basin ~~ to define the landsca.pe features important to the w~~tands. 
A .comparison of this recent data. and the model's grid cell eleva.tiom' has not 
beell do~ TJae contour map is being dri.wn to refine the elevations.in Use in 
tllleS.~~the utural system venion. Further work is needed tb refine 

· tlse to mdude the small-scale featur~ of the landscape. 
Mach of the foUowiqsiie description is taken from an excellent summary 


cm libe physiographic features and original ecological conditions of the. lo\Ver 

Everglades, Florida Bay, and t).le Floricia Keys developed by the V.S. Fish.and 

Wildlife Serrice (Shomer and l>rew1 1982]. The soil descriptions in4icate that 

allcaf the study area., except the higher elevated Atlantic Coastal Ridge (under

lain by &cwale fine ADdy loam), was originally subject to seasonal flooding, 

•ue to the. low elevatiOlll aad/or poorly drained soils. Shark Slough shows up 
as d:ae broad southwesterly trending arc of continuous wetlands underlain by 
t.onha.tchee and Everglades Pea.ts, which historically were inundated through
out most of the year. This is the continuation of the Everglades trough, which 
is .a wide, slightly. concave depression in the underlying limestone. Northwest 
.. lbe Shark Slough wetlands the bedrock of the Everglades rises gradually 
itito the . Big Cypress Spur. This are& is underlain by th~ Ochopee ·Marl. To .• 

die soutb~ of Shark Slough is a.ri area referred to. as the Rocky ar~es {un
cfarlaia by ~aud soils) which was historically inundated for a few.~onths 
ea.c'h year~ at the peak of the wet season ([Shomer and Drew, 1982)). The name 
Rocky Glades was derived from the character of the limestone pinnacle rock 
exposed at the surface of mudi of this area.. In its natural state, this area.was 
diaracterized by rodty, open, mubly grass prairies, with thin eroded marl soils · 
overlying a. solution riddled limestone surface. The southern portion of this 
area slopes to Lbe soul.beast. and forms the headwaters of the Taylor Slough 

•' 
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watershed. This area bistorica.lly provided surface water inflows principally 
from the low-lying portions which a.re underla.irr by the Perrine Marl. 

This poorly drained, low-lying area extends Cot some distance eatwa.rd 
t.hroughout much of the Frog Pond, .-nd northwa.rd along the wesiern ·flank 
of the Atlantic Coast.al Ridge. From &his point, ihe ma.rl soils run southward 
down Taylor Slough, through a breach in the Atlmtic Coastal Ridge. 'rhis 
isola.ted western-rpost extent of the Coastal Ridge forms Long Pine Key, which 
is the only high ground area in this portion of the Park. The soils ~d elevation 
information in this area clearly shows tba.t much of the headwaters of the 
Taylor Slough watershed occurs to the east of the L-31W and C.111 canal and 
leveeeystems, well outsideof the piotected areas of the Park. The construction 
o( these levees and ca.n&ls hu therefore isolated a large portion of the historical 
contributing a.rea to Taylor Slough. which is :a. major reason for the long
standing confticts over water management in this area..· Most of the northern 
Taylor Slough basin west of lr31W has ground surface eleva.tions in excess of 
4.5 t.o 5.0 feet. In contrast, the very low elevations along the alignment of 
the L-31 W ~al and southward from the S-332 pump station, form a distinct 
dry season trowway, that historically maintained longer bydroperiod.s than the 
adjacent marshes. This area. hu continue to support a longer hydroperiod that 
the adjacent marshes following the implementation of dry season pW1o.ping 
at S-332. South 0£ the ma.in park road, the rnarl soils arc deeper and are 
underlain by scattered &reU of peat;. Hydroperiods in this area increase due 
to additional surf&ee water inflows from a second natural flowway located along 
the alignment c~r the lower ~31W ca.nal. This area. historically also received 
runoff from tbe·marl areas along the eastern side of the Frog Pond. A portion 
of these flows have continued, to some extent, by wet season releases through 
S-175. 

The lower C-111 or Eastern Panhandle basin is part of the Southeast 
Coastal Glades, which are underlain by a mixture of freshwa.ter {Perrine) marls 
in the a.reas adljacent to the Coastal Ridge that transition into the Flamingo 
Ma.rl near the coast. The Flamingo Marl forms in areas cha.ra.cterized by more 
salt-tolerant grasses and sedges. 1"he soils in this area therefore reflect the vari~ 
able nature of freshwater inflows and are a mixture of marine and freshwater 
marls. Under natural conditions, the lower C·111 basin would have received 
wet season runoff from the southern portion of the lower Atlantic Coastal 
Ridge, a.nd provided the only outside source of freshwater to the northeastern 
portion of Florida Bay. Today the original pinelands in the southern Coastal 

·Ridge 	area have oeen lost through the urban and agricultural expansion of 
Homestead and Florida City. Because of the development of these areas. much 

http:Coast.al
http:northwa.rd
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of the natural runoff is now routed eastward into Biscayne Bay. This accounts 
for a significant loss of natural sheetflow from the original upstream cont:ibut
ing area. This drainage has led to woody and exotic plant invasions into the 
northern marshes of the lower C-111 basin. In the mid 1960's the northern 
portion of the C-111 canal (adjacent to the Frog Pond) was constructed. This 
canal produced an artificial breach in the Coastal Ridge, that has allowed wet 
season runoff from northern Taylor Slough, and Northeast Shark Slough basins 
to be transferred into the lower C-111 basin. This bas undoubta.bly increased 
wet season inflows, but th~ water enters at a point very low in the basin. The 
recent acquisition by the State of much of the northern marshes in this basin 
has led to increased pressure to re-introduce surface water fiows as far north 
as possible, as a way of maximizing the benefits of natural sheetfiow. 

3.2 Water Management Problems in the C-111 Basin 

In June, 1982, following record rainfall and widespread flooding caused by trop
ical storm !tennis, water levels in L-31N canal were lowered to provide flood 
protection to the developed areas of the Ea.st Everglades. In 1984 as part of 
a trade-off for increased water deliveries to Northeast Shark Slough (NESS), 
water levels in the canals along the ea.stem border of ENP were further low
·ered during both the dry and wet season. Development of lands formerly in 
low lying areas of the historical Taylor Slough watershed accelerated. Since 
that time the environmental degradation of the wetlands has accelerated and 
substantial areas in the headwaters of the Slough have lost surface water. Hy
droperiods, the length of time that surface water is present during a year, were 
substantially reduced, to the point that these areas are losing their wetland 
character. 

This reduction in canal water levels, below the authorized flood control 
elevations, has spurred an increase in farming and residential development in 
the Ea.st Everglades, Rocky Glades and the Frog Pond. Agricultural practices 
in these areas have changed from planting when water levels had naturally 
receded (at times this probably happened well into January) so that now sea
sonal crops are being planted at the height of the historical wet season. More 
recent demands for additional drainage to support year-round agriculture have 
further aggravated the lowering of marsh water levels in ENP. Farming proba
bly took place in portions of these areas in the 1920's and definitely occurred 
in the 1940's in historical low-lying muck lands of Taylor Slough. With the ad
vent of rock-plowing, a technique which breaks up the soft limestone, all of the 
low-lying farm lands were abandoned. :\s evidence, no farming activity can 
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be found in these areas in the available aerial photos of the mid 1970's. With 
the ever-continuing drainage of the Everglades and the construction of L-31 W, 
these low-lying areas again became attractive. Under the current drained-c~n
ditions in Taylor Slough, it has even become possible to plant lime groves, an 
activity needing year-round low water levels. 

Since the early 1980's, Everglades National Park has been pressing for im
proved water management practices in the Taylor Slough and C-111 basins, 
under the authority of the Congressionally mandated Experimental Water De
livery Program. We have frequently voiced our concern that the reductions in 
L-31 N, L-31 W, and C-111 ca.nal operational stages over the past ten years were 
done without adequate environmental evaluations. The Park has completed 
numerous technical studies (see e.g., [Johnson et al., 1988], [.Johnson and Fen
nema., 1989], [Loftus et al., 1992], and (Lent et ·a/., 1993}) that have shown 
that these operational changes have caused serious wetland drainage impacts 
and associated ecological problems in the Rocky Glades, Taylor Slough, and 
the lower C-111 basin. 

In Novemjer 1989, the Park sent the Corps a detailed summary of over
all restoration goals for the Taylor Slough basin, related to the request for 
expansion of the scope of the 1988 Draft Canal 111 GDM. The Pa.rk empha
sized that the starting point for all the restoration efforts should be a return 
to the original authorized canal operations criteria in the C-111 canal sys
tem. In 1990 the SFWMD implemented a series of structural and operational 
improvements as part of the C-111 Interim Project. The interim recommen
dations were designed as a short-term solution to two specific problems in the 
C-111 basin: 

a) 	 Increased flows into the lower C-111 basin resulting from the implemen
tation of wet season stormwater pumping at S-331. 

b) 	The lack of water management flexibility of the earthen plug (S-197) at 
the downstream end of the C-111 canal. 

The District added a new water control structure (G-211} just south of the 
intersection of the L-31N and C-lW canals. This structure was installed to 
control seepage from Northeast Shark Slough into the L-31 N cana.l upstream 
of S-331. ln the lower C-111 basin the District modified the earthen plug at 
S-197 by adding 10 additional gated culverts. The original recommendations 
in the C-111 Interim Project also called for two additional operational changes 
in the central C- l 11 basin. 
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a) 	S-176 headwater stages were to be ra!sed 0.5 feet, to reflect the reduced 
flood risk to the canal reach between S-331 and S-176 resulting from 
improved seepage control upstream of S-331. 

b) 	The plan calied for more effective use of the S-332 pump station. The 
District recommended that pumping be increased during the wet season 
to increase flows into Taylor Slough and away from the lower C-111 basin. 

Neither of these changes were implemented at the start of the project be:ause 
of concerns raised by South Dade agricultural interests. 

In April 1993 the Army Corps of Engineers prepared a Draft Environmental 
Assessment for a two-year field test of improved water deliveries to the Taylor 
Slough basin. The plan called for implementation of the higher wet season 
water levels at S-176, as recommended by the SFWMD, and provisions to add 
supplemental pumps at the S-332 pump station to divert the majority of the 
L-31N runoff into the Taylor Slough watershed. This was done to reverse the 
current operational practices which depend on the use of S-1 i6 to quickly route 
excess wet~ea.son rainfall into the lower C-111 basin. The District had also 
proposed backpumping water from the C-102 and C-103 canals westward to 
provide additional flows into Taylor Slough. This was proposed since gravity 
drainage from the western portions of these basins into Taylor Slough was 
part of the original design of the south Dade canal system, but has not been 
possible because of the low water levels maintained in the coastal canals. The 
backpurnping plan was abandoned after a 1993 field test proved that pumping 
alone, without raising canal water levels, was an ineffective way of promoting 
increased flows into Taylor Slough. 

The National Park Service agreed with the proposed two-year test, but 
stressed that the Park's major goal is to maintain optimum wet season water 
levels in the L-31N and L-31 W canals as long as possible, and allow canal stages 
to recede naturally into the dry season. Strict adherence to the 5.0 and 4.5 foot 
temporary optimum criteria for S-176 and S-175 would be required, to avoid 
the potential of allowing the additional pumping capacity at S-332 to cause 
artificial canal drawdowns which over-drain the adjacent marshes. Common 
sense dictates that the only approach is to have all outflows from these canals 
balanced by inflows from their upstream water control structures. Lastly the 
Park stressed that re-establishing pre-project water levels and the natural 
seasonal response to rainfall in the upper portion of the Taylor Slough basin 
is the most reliable way of restoring natural inundations and flow patterns 
throughout the wil.tershed, and improving freshwater inflows into Florida Bay. 

•' 
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Changes in water management in the C&SF Project have also had a sub
stantial effect on the hydrology of the lower C-111 basin. After the L-31 N canal 
stage reductions in 1982, and the initiation of S-331 flood control pumping in 
1983 large flood water volumes drained from the upstream canal system and 
dumped through S-l8C. These flows then passed through the C-111 gaps and 
S-197 ([Johnson et al., 1993), [Johnson and Fennema, 1989] and {Lent et al., 
1993])., During the period of 1985-1988 flows through S-18C averaged in ex
cess of 210,000 acre-feet, with nearly all the increase occuring between August 
and November. These excess wet season flows were greatly reduced after 1990, 
following the construction of the G-211 structure, which reduces seepage flows 
from NESS into the upper L-31N canal. The proximity of the lower gaps to 
tidewater meant that much of the water passed quickly through the marshes 
and was flushed into the estuaries of Northeast Florida Bay and Ba.mes Sound. 
The near-shore estuaries consequently suffered from rapid salinity fluctuations 
causing associated ecological problems ([Haunert, 1988] and [Mclvor et al., 
1993]). Current management have shifted from providing the majority of this 
stormwate:tflow in the lower C-111, to distributing most of the flow into Taylor 
Slough. · 

To alleviate the stress on the Park's water resources, proposed structural 
modifications of the Project have been initiated under the Corps of Engineers 
General· Re-evaluation Report process and seven alternatives have been pro
posed. Th<:~e alternatives are summarized in the next section. 

3.3 Summary of the Proposed Structural Alternatives 

The proposed structural alternatives were summarized from a Corps of Engi
neers document {dated 11 August 1993) and details of the plans are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4 and summarized below. 

e 	 Alternative 1. The primary purpose of this plan is to increa.>e pumping 
at S-332 from 165 cfs to 1000 cfs to allow large storm water deliveries 
to be made to the main channel of Taylor Slough. Degrading the C
111 southern spoil piles is proposed to improve overhank flow southward 
into Florida Bay. A spreader canal (C-500E) is added which will provide 
minimal additional flood control benefits, but will add a little additional 
water to the impounded area north of the lower C-111 canal. The specific 
improvements are listed below: 

a) 	 Construct a canal at Context road, supplied with a 50 cfs pump 
(S-332B) providing water to the headwaters of Taylor Slough, 
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b) 	Expand S-332 to 1000 cfs to provide .additional water to the main 
channel of Taylor Slough. 

c) 	Degrade the C-111 southern spoil piles, plug the C-109 and C-110 
canals aPd build a new spreader canal east of the confluence of C
111 and C-111 E, supplied with a 50 cfs pump (S-332C) from C-111. 

• Alternative 2- The primary design feature of this plan is to add a new 
(1000 cfs) pump (S-332A)" adjacent to S-174 which will discharge into a 
modified L-31 W canal. The S-332 pump station would be abandoned. 
A new L-31W Extension Canal just east of the northern reach of the 
historical alignment of Taylor Slough, would maintain the current rated 
discharge capacity through to S-175. The new L-31W Extension Canal 
would allow the pumpage to be released as overbank flow to the west 
through the three western sections of the Frog Pond and then into Taylor 
Slough. 

a) 	Ame as Alternative la. Construct a canal at Context road, supplied 
with a 50 cfs pump (S-332B) providing water to the headwaters of 
Taylor Slough. 

b) 	Add a new 1000 cfs pump near S-174, remove most of L-31W and 
levee and replace it with a new canal approximately 1 mile to the 
east, with a capacity of500 cfs and add a new 500 cfs gated structure 
(S-l 75A) north of S-175. 

c) 	same as Alternative le. Degrade the C-111 southern spoil piles, 
plug the C-109 and C-110 ca.na.ls, and build a new spreader canal 
east of the confluence of C-111 and C-111E, supplied with a 50 cfs 
pump (S-332C) from C-111. 

• 	 Alternative 3. Excess flood waters would be pumped into a surge pool 
made up of the eastern sections of the Frog Pond and discharged into 
the western sections, which will act a.s a Stormwater Treatment Area 
(STA). The STA would discharge into Taylor Slough along the existing 
L-31 W alignment through 10 culverts. This plan has the advantage 
that it allows for the detention and, if the culverts from the STA to the 
wetlands were regulated, for the slow release of excess storm water. The 
Spreader Canal, C-500E, would be supplied by a 500 cfs pump from C
111. This serves as the flood control outlet for lower C-111 basin, since 
C-111 south of S-332C would be backfilled. The overdraincd tr1angle 
lands east of lJ .S. l would receive needed flow of 100 cfs. 

http:ca.na.ls
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a) A reservoir (surge pool) would '.le built in the eastern sections of 
the Frog Pond, supplied by a 1630 cfs pump (PS-332A) near_S-174. 

b) An STA would be constructedin the western sections of the Frog 
Pond, supplied through l 0 culverts from the adjacent surge pool. 

c) S-332 would be abandonedJ and L-31 W south of S-175 would be 
backfilled. 

d) similar to Alternative le. Degrade the C-111 southern spoil piles, 
plug the C-109 and C-110 canals and build a new spreader 1..anal 
east of the conflluence of C-111 and C-111 E, supplied with a 500 cfs 
pump (S-332B) from C-111. A culvert under US-1 will deliver 100 
cfs to the marshes in the triangle lands east of U.S. 1. 

e) The C-111 canal would be backfilled downstream of S-3328 from 
S-18C to S-197. Abandon S-197 and S-18C. 

• 	 Alternative 4. This plan has a buffer zone between the developed, areas 
east 4f the L-31N and C-111 canals, and the natural areas of the Park. 
This buffer zone would extend from the southern tenninus of the 8.5 mi2 

seepage levee to the intersection with L-31 W. Flood control and water 
supply pumps would be spaced along this north-south levee with inflows 
supplied by L-31N. The advantage of this plan is that it allows more uni
form discharge a.cross the Rocky Glades and Taylor Slough headwaters. 
Unfortunately, this plan does not address the large seepage losses that 
occur through the levee into the developed lands west of the Eastern 
Protective Levee System (EPLS) formed by L-31N and C-111. 

a) Levee and canal system would be constructed which would provide 
water to the Rocky Glades and northern Taylor Slough through 
four 300 cfs pumps (S-332A, B, C, D). 

b) 	The East Everglades pump station (S-357) would be downsized to 
300 cfs. 

c) Fill in part of L-31W, from the L-31N levee to S-332, but S-332 
would be maintained and supplied with water from a new canal 
connected to the C-111 canal just north of S-175. The western 
three sections of the Frog Pond would serve as buffer areas. 

d) 	same as Alternative 3d. Degrade the C-111 southern spoil piles, 
plug the C-109 and C-110 canals and build a new spreader canal 
east of the confluence of C-1 l l and C-111 E, supplied with a 500 cfs 
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pump {S-3328) from C-111. A culvert under US-I will deliver 100 
cfs to the marshes in the triangle lands east of U.S. 1. 

e) 	same as Alternative 3e. The C-111 canal would be backfilled down
stream of S-332B from S-18C to S-197. Abandon S-197 and S-18C. 

• 	 Alternative 5. This plan is similar in concept to alternatives 1 and 2. 
A 1000 cfs pump would be added near the S-174 structure and lower 
portion of the L-31 W canal would be backfilled. The northern portion 
of L-31N would serve as a getaway canal for flood waters. The western 
sections of the Frog Pond would become part of a flow way. The lower 
part of C-111, south of S-18C, would be partially backfilled to retain the 
canal's use for flood control through the gaps and S-197. Both the north 
and south levees would be partially degraded. Additional flood control 
would be provided by the Spreader Canal, C-500£, supplied with a 500 
cfs pump (S-3328). 

a) 	~ new 1000 cfs pump would be added near S-174 and backfill part 
tr L-31W. 

b) 	 A flow way would be created through the eastern and western sec
tions of the Frog Pond. 

c) C-111 would be backfilled to -6 ft. south of confluence with C-11 IE, 
a.nd S-18C would be left operational. 

d) 	same as Alternative 3d. Degrade the C-111 southern spoil piles, 
plug the C-109 and C-110 canals and build a new spreader canal 
east of the confluence of C-111 and C-111 E, supplied with a 500 cfs 
pump (S-332B) from C-111. A culvert under US-1 will deliver 100 
cfs to the marshes in the triangle lands east of U.S. 1. 

• 	 Alternative 6. This plan is a combination of the Taylor Slcugh rnodi
fications of Alternative 4 and the C-111 modifications of Alternative 1. 
The principal difference with Alternative 4 is that lower C-111 and S-197 
would be retained, while the Spreader Canal (C-500E) is supplied by the 
smaller 50 cfs pump (S-332E). 

a) 	same as Alternative 4a. A new 1000 cfs pump would be added near 
S-17 4 and backfill part of L-31 W. 

b) 	same as Alternative 4b. A flow way would be created through the 
eastern and western sections of the Frog Pond. 
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c) 	same as Alternative 4c. C-111 would be backfilled to -6 ft. south 
of confluence with C-111 E, and S-18C would be left operatronal. 

d) 	same as Alternative le. Degrade the C-111 southern spoil piles, 
plug the C-109 and C-110 canals and build a new spreader canal 
east of the confluence of C-111 and C-1 llE, supplied with a 50 cfs 
pump (S-332C) from C-111. 

• Alternative 7. This plan was not modeled. The design purpose is to pro
vide large additional flood control capacity at S-332. A small additional 
flood control benefit is attained by degrading the C-111 southern bank 
spoil piles. 

a) Pump station S-332 would be enlarged to 1000 cfs. 


b) The C-111 spoil piles would be degraded. 


3.4 Evaluation Criteria 

The hydrologic evaluation of the proposed alternatives is aided by a numer
ical hydrologic model, ca.lied the South Florida Water Management Model 
(SFWMM), which was used to provide output on flows, stages, water depths 
and hydroperiods for the affected areas. A one square mile grid cell version of 
the model (SFWMM-lxl, version 1.2), was used in the evaluation contained 
herein. In order to evaluate the alternatives a. base condition was established, 
reflecting the authorized levels of c.anal stages and structure operations. The 
output of the model for the different alternatives were evaluated for eventual 
selection of a preferred alternative. The selection process uses principally the 
following criteria: 

• Operational flexibility. 

a) Provide the necessary flexibility to return to the authorized canal 
and structure operations. 

b) Provide the added flexibility to allow continued experimentation 
and fine-tuning of ENP water deliveries. 

• 	 Restoration of pre-project conditions in ENP. 

a) 	 Drastically reduce the documented wetland drainage effects of the 
L-31 N. L-31W, and C-111 canals. ,., 

' 
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b) 	 Restore more natural hydropatterns and hydroperiods throughout 
the Rocky Glades, Taylor Slough, and Eastern Panhandle marshes. 

• Restore estuarine freshwater inflows. 

a) 	 Provide the capacity to handle flood control flows, while eliminating 
the need to operate S-197. 

b) Discharge excess flood control runoff as far north as possible, to help 
restoration of natural volumes, distribution and timing of freshwater 
flows to Florida Bay. 

• Protect/improve water quality at ENP inflows 

a.} 	 Maximize natural wetland sheetflow as a way of preserving water 
quality in the marshes. 

b) 	 Provide a means of treating poor quality water and prolonging res
idence times outside of existing natural wetlands . 
..(. 

3.5 Flood Control in the Developed Areas 

Although Hood protection for the developed areas was the principal rea
son for the C&SF Project, subsequent concerns about water supply and 
environmental degradation have focused on the multiple purposes of the 
Project. Analyses done by the Corps of Engineers during the design pro
cess ([U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1963b], [U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
1963a], {U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1965], [U.S. Army Corps of Engi
neers, 1966], and [U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1967]) and during subsequent 
proposed structural modifications provide information on the levels of flood 
protection for the developed areas covered by the Eastern Protective Levee 
System. A Draft GD.M for Canal 111 was prepared in July 1988 ([U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, 1965)). This report contains a detailed analysis of the 
C-111 basin rainfall and sets maximum canal stages and ground water levels 
for several monitoring gauges at different fiood frequencies. 

To provide maximum flood protection for the agricultural areas in the C
111 basin, the GDM contains afrequency analysis of peak annual and winter 
growing season rainfall in the project area for durations of one through 20 days. 
A log-Pearson Type III distribution was utilized to compute rainfall frequen
cies. The CDM also states that the 27 largest 10-day rainfall totals recorded 
during the growing season were most likely or entirely within October. Further 
in the year. the chances of flooding are rapidly reduced. eliminating the need 

~----------------------~~-
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Return Flood Monitoring Points 
Period Duration 
(Years) G-855 G-596 S-196A G-789 G-61:> 

2 
10 

1-Day 
1-Day 

6.98 
8.55 

6.81 
7.53 

6.22 
8.04 

6.08 

l6.91 I 
4.17 
4.87 

25 1-Day 9.13 7.79 8.71 7.22 5.13 
50 1-Day 9.51 7.95 9.14 7.41 5.30 
100 1-Day 9.85 8.11 9.53 7.59 5.45 

2 2-Day 6.32 6.77 5.79 .5.77 :l.90 
10 2-Day 7.24 7.50 7.54 6.60 4.36 
25 2-Day i.58 7.77 8.19 6.91 4.53 
.50 2-Day 7.80 7.94 8.60 7.10 4.64 

100 2-Day 8.00 8.10 8.98 7.28 4.74 

2 

"° 
7-Day 
7-Day 

5.84 
6.52 

6.45 
7.01 

5.38 
6.42 

5.24 

l6.o3 I 
3.27 
3.65 

25 7-Day 6.77 7.21 6.80 6.33 3.80 
50 7-Day 6.93 7.35 7.04 6.51 3.89 
100 7-Day 7.07 7.46 7.27 6.68 3.97 

Sooucc: Corp• of £npeeer• • COM. Ad4H<lllm 2, CHU llJ 

Table l: Maximum Ground Water Levels for Selected Return Periods 

for massive drainage since the growing season months of November through 
March are mild and have not received frequent intense rainfall. Thus, after 
October higher canal water levels generally do not raise the risk of flooding. 
The higher stages are crucial, however, to continued dry season water supply 
and environmental preservation. 

The wet season storms are generally associated with tropical disturbances 
and if they occur late in the season, when ground water levels are already 
high, these storms will produce a lot of surface water. Maximum surface 
and ground water levels at various locations were estimated for the existing 
condition and listed for various return frequencies. Relevant parts of these 
tables corresponding with this report's monitoring points are reproduced as 
Table 1. SPF is the standard project flood which is defined as 1253 of the 
100-year storm. HW is the headwater or upstream side of the structure and 
TW refers to tailwater or downstream side of the structure. 

Fast moving weather systems or local convective activity producing large 
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Figure 5: Pre- and Post-C&SF Project Stages at G-789 

rainfall of relative short duration, e.g., the 10-year, 1-Day rainfall, will bring 
stages to 6.91 ft. at G-789 (Table 1). Storms of this nature produce surface 
water ponding which rapidly infiltrates. Proper local drainage in the form of 
·retention areas, perhaps in the form of ditches, rapidly draw this excess surface 
water and decreases the likelihood of crop damage from excessive ponding. 
Slow moving systems bringing storms of larger duration~ e.g., the 10-year, 
7-Day storm has maximum stages at G-789 at 6.03 ft. These storms generally 
are of reduced intensity and rainfall rates rarely exceed infiltration and runoff 
rates over most of the area. 

Even though the wet rainfall season is generally over by late Oi:tober, the 
highest grc:mnd and surface water levels of the year generally do not occur until 
this time or in the first few weeks of the dry season. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 
as a curve of typical pre-project ground water water levels at G-789, a stage 
recorder near S-176, and a bar graph of the typical annual rainfall distribution 
for the area. Note that the peak water levels occur in mid-October, well after 
the peak of the rainfall in September. 

A comparison of maximum water levels with historical and SFWMM-lxl 
data in the canal and at the monitoring points determines the existing and 
proposed flood protection at the given sites. An example of flood protection 
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levels for the monitoring station G-789, lor.ated just east of L-31N, near S-176 
is shown in Fig. 5. The authorized 10-year, 7-day storm water level fgr this 
station is shown on the graph, along with pre-project and post-project-values. 
The pre-project values are based on the estimated average weekly stage at G
789 for the period from 1933 through 1947, using the methodology described 
in [Lent and Johnson, 1993b]. The post-project values represent the actual 
average weekly stages at G-789 based on the observed record for the period 
from 1965 through 1989, which coincides with the model simulation period. 
Average water levels at the peak of the wet season (week 40) are more thaa two 
feet lower under the post-project conditions. Average wet season water levels 
remain about two feet 1.5 ft. below the 1 in 10 year flood protection level. 
Under the pre-project conditions, average wet season water levels remained 
above 5.5 ft. from mid-august to early december. In contrast under post
project conditions average wet season water levels never exceeded 5.0 ft. and 
were more than 4.5 ft. for only 5 weeks. This is suprising, since G-789 is 
situated next to S-176 and the authorized optimum wet season water level is 
supposed t~ be 5.5 ft. 

Current flood control operations of the C&SF Project during the peak 
rainfall months require reduced canal water levels which forces the removal of 
large quantities of water from the system. The historical peak water levels, 
which are a result of the na.tura.l slow release of rainfall generated storage 
of surface and ground water, which lagged well behind the end of the rainy 
season. This loss of water during the wet season causes the marsh to dry 
down more rapidly. This is further aggravated by the recent demands for 
agricultural drainage during this period. The acceleration of the canal wet 
season drawdowns has profound hydrological effects lasting well into the early 
spring. With the loss of substantial quantities of ground water, early spring 
rains must fill the subsurface first, greatly delaying the presence of surface 
water. 

The loss of water storage near the surface and the accompanying deep 
drawdowns affect the aquatic communities in the marshes. The emptying of 
the near-surface solution cavities eliminates most of the aquatic productivity 
[Loftus et al., 1992} and delays the build-up of adequate standing stocks of 
small fish and invertebrates. Thus, the effects of persistent wet season draw
downs, while lasting for a single year, can have ecological effects that carry 
over for several years. 
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Modeling 

The lxl version of the South Florida Water Management Model (S~MM
lxl, version 1.2} was used to aid in the evaluation of the proposed alternatives. 
This model simulates the hydrology south of Tamiami Trail and includes the 
majority of the freshwater wetlands of Everglades National Park (Fig. 6). The 
model incorporates all of the principal hydrologic processes and is primarily 
driven by rainfall and surface water inputs, obtained from the 2x2 version, 
along Tamiami Trail. These flows are input either into the canal system or 
directly into the wetlands. Surface water and ground water flows are mod
eled along with canal discharges, evapotranspira.tion and infiltration. A rough 
calibration and verification was carried out by the SFWMD, Lower District 
Planning Department, as part of the GRR process. 

The model area is divided into 47 rows and 73 columns for a total of 3431 
grid cells, each one mile by one mile. The actual model domain consists of 
1557 cells, for a total of 1557 mi2 (see Fig. 6). The northern boundary follows 
along Tamiami Trail, a convenient boundary, since known canal and structure 
operations..fmay be input directly. All of the C&SF Project features that lie 
within the model domain are simulated, as well as ground and surface water 
flows. 
· · Rainfall drives the hydrology in South Florida. and thus the model. A 

standard simulation run is made by using the historical 25-year rainfall record, 
from 1965 to 1989. The SFWMM-lxl uses 13 rainfall basins for input( Fig. 7). 
Annual, wet and dry season totals for the period of record used in the model 
are given in Table 2. A typical seasonal variation of the annual rainfall is shown 
in Fig. 8 for rainfall basin 7. To aid the selection of the dry and wet season 
seasonal subseries of the rainfall basins were used. The dry season months, 
November through April, receive about 20% of the total precipitation. The 
remaining months, May through October, constitute the wet seas-:>n mo.nths. 
To present the information produced by the model for average, wet and dry 
conditions an evaluation of the 25-year rainfall record was conducted. This 
analysis defined the seasons and years which could best be used to represent 
the spectrum of hydrologic conditions in the basin. The years chosen for this 
analysis are 

- Average: Water year November 1976 through October 1977. 

- Wet: Water year November 1968 through October 1969. 

- Dry: Waler year November 1973 through October 1974. 

'· 
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Figure 7: SFWMM-lxl Rainfall Basins. 
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Rainfall Total in Inches 
Basin Annual Wet Dry Basin Annual Wet Dry_ 

Season Season Season Season 
l 56.0 44.0 12.0 8 48.0 38.0 10.0 
2 44.0 33.0 11.0 9 57.0 43.0 14.0 
3 41.0 31.0 10.0 10 56.0 43.0 13.0 
4 44.0 34.0 10.0 11 46.0 36.0 10.0 
5 51.0 38.0 13.0 12 58.0 47.0 11.0 
6 55.0 44.0 11.0 13 50.0 41.0 9.2 
7 57.0 45.0 12.0 Ave. 51.0 40.0 11.0 

Table 2: Rainfall Means for SFWMM-lxl Basins. 

under the current operational schedules. 
All of the processes are based on physical parameters provided through 

·input. Infiltration of the surface to the ground water regime and the very 
important process of evapotranspiration are also modeled as part of the hy
drologic syrtem. Many of the parameters are assigned values obtained through 
field experiments and some of these are adjusted during the calibration pro
cess. Ground water is simulated as a. two-dimensional single aquifer. A single 
layer is used, because all of the important water resources issues occur in the 
surficial aquifer. Wellfields in the developed areas are included in this portion 
of the model. A total of 199.9 MGD (223,888 AFY) is withdrawn from the 
Biscayne aquifer, including withdrawals made by two wellfields in west Dade, 
pumping a total of 40 MGD. Overland flow in the wetlands is also modeled 
as a two-dimensional process. Canals discharge into the adjacent grid cells, 
where the overland flow routine computes the exchange with the downstream 
cells. 

Output from the model can be specified in many different forms .. For 
the analysis contained herein, end-of-month values of water levels were used 
for illustrating the spatial surface water patterns. Daily water levels data 
was used to compute average monthly values for use in the analysis at the 
monitoring point lo.cations. These daily values were also used to compute the 
hydroperiods. Total monthly flow data was used for all the canal and structure 
flows, and also for the analysis of the fiowline data. 

ln order to evaluate the model's output of each of the alternatives for 
restoration benefit, it is desirable to compare the results against pre-drainage 
hydrology. No compaLable lxl natural system version of the lxl SFWMM 
exists as it doe~ for the 2x2 version. The incompatability of the grid size 
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FigureJ3: Total and Seasonal Variation for Rainfall Basin Number 7. 

between the 2x2 version of the Natural System Model and the different rainfall 

b~ins, boundaries and model domain, did not warrant the effort to make 

comparisons between the two models. 
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5 	 Flow and Stage Comparisons in the L-31N, 

L-31W and c ..111 Canals 

A key feature of the GRR structural improvements is the provision to return 

to authorized canal and control structure operations. This is a critical ele

ment of the GRR since current water management operations of the relevant 

structures (Fig. 9) in the L-31N, L-31 W, and C-111 canals cause over-drainage 

of the adjacent marshes, and allow large volumes of wet season runoff to be 

routed from one drainage basin into another. With the implementation of the 

Modified Water Deliveries improvements in the East Everglades wet season 

pumping at S-331 will be terminated. The southern L-31N basin (the reach 

between S-331 and S-176) traverses the Rocky G.la.d.es, which are the headwa

ters of the Taylor Slough basin. Appendix B, a separate volume to this report, 

provides the complete set of average monthly canal water levels for all of the 

alternatives. 

5.1 L-3i.N Flow and Stage Comparisons 

Fig. 10 shows the computed discharges through S-174 and S-176 under the 

base condition~ for the 1980 through 1989 period. Note that all of the wet 

season outflows from the L-31N canal are passed through S-174. In contrast, 

flows through S-176 are limited to dry season deliveries, except during the 

high rainfall period in August and September of 1981. This indicates that 

simply returning to the authorized canal stages and operations would allow 

the majority of the wet season runoff' to be redirected back into the Taylor 

Slough basin, rather than being dumped into the lower C-111 basin. This 

same pattern of redirecting L-31N outflows into the Taylor Slough ha.sin via 

S-174 	is maintained in all of the proposed structural alternatives. 

A problem with inter-basin transfers of water continues to o-:cur under 

the Base condition and one of the alternatives. Fig. 11 shows the estimated 

discharges through 5-194 and S-196 under the Base condition and Alternatives 

land 4, for the period 1980 through 1989. This graph indicates that significant 

volumes of wet season runoff are released eastward through the C-102 and C

103 canals under the Base condition and Alternative 1. This is contrary to the 

original design of the south Dade canal system, which was to pass excess water 

from 	the western Pc:>rtion of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge, westward into Taylor 

Slough [U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1963b]. This problem is substantially 

reduced (during all years except I9S 1) under Alternatives :2 through 6, which 

http:G.la.d.es
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redirect these flows westward into Taylor Slough. These alternatives reduce
the eastern diversion of flows from the Taylor Slough headwaters, but they do
not address the loss of surface water flows from the original contributing-areas
east of the L-31 N canal. 

Fig. 12 shows the estimated average monthly stage in the L-31N canal
upstream of S-176, under the Base condition and Alternatives 4 and 5. The
monthly averages were calculated based on canal water level data for the en
tire 25 year simulation period. We plotted only two of the alternatives, but
all of the proposed structural plans substantially lower wet season canal water
levels well below the Base co&1dition, particularly during the period from Au
gust through October. Fig. 13 compares the estimated discharges out of the
L-31N canal system and into Taylor Slough using a single large pump (such
as in Alternatives 2, 3 and 5) versus a multiple pumping approach (such as in
Alternatives 4 and 6). The multiple pump approach maintained S-176 head
water stages slightly higher, reducing the L~31N average wet season outflows

·by approximately 20,000 acre-feet per year. This means that more of the wet
season runo~ was retained in the adjacent marshes, rather then being drained
into the L-:f'lN canal and then pumped back into Taylor Slough. Multiple
outflow pumps have the added advantage of allowing fine-tuning of the L-31N
canal stages throughout the canal reach, and distributing marsh inflows over
a broader front. 

5.2 L-31W Flow and Stage Comparisons 
Fig. 14 shows the estimated discharges into the L-31 W canal under the Base
condition and Alternatives 1 and 5. Alternatives 1 and 5 both include the
addition of a new 1000 cfs pump station to convey flows westward into Taylor
Slough, but the pumps are located at the site of the existing S-332 pump
a.nd adjacent to S-174, respectively. Note that the Base condition diverts, on
average approximately 21,000 acre-feet of wet season runoff from the L-31N
canal westward into the L-31 W canal. Alternative 1 generally diverts only
slightly more wet season runoff from the L-31N basin than the Base condition
(approximately 25,QOO acre-feet). In contra.st, Alternative 5 diverts on average,
more than 2.5 times the volume of the base condition (approximately 54,000
acre-feet). Unfortunately this is accomplished by substantially lowering L
31N canal water levels throughout the wet season. Since S-331 remains dosed
throughout the wet season, the majority of this excess runoff is the result of
seepage losses from the drainage of the Rocky Glades wetlands into the L-31 N
canal. 
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5.3 C-111 Flow/Stage Comparisons 

As stated earlier, S-176 is essentially not used to pass wet season runo.ff '6outh

ward into the C-111 basin under the Base condition, or any of the alternatives. 

Small dry season inflows are provided to the C-111 basin for water supply. 

Fig. 15 shows the estimated discharges through S-177 under the base condi

tion and three of the alternatives for the period from 1980 through 1989. The 

modeling results are highly variable, but they indicate that during most years, 

discharges are made through S-177 into the lower C-111 basin, with large Hows 

occuring during high wet sea.son rainfall periods such as 1981 and 1989. Under 

the Base condition and Alternatives 1, 2, and 6 average wet season outflows 

through S-17i averaged between 5,300 and 8,500 acre-feet. ln contrast, average 

wet season flows through S-177 average between 11,000 and 18,400 acre-feet 

under Alternatives 3, 4, and 5. This increase is a result of the addition of a 500 

cfs pump at the CSOOE spreader canal. Average monthly canal water levels 

for.the C-111 canal upstream of S-177 are provided in Fig. 16. Alternatives 4 

and 6 tend to lower average wet season water levels because most of the excess 

L-31N runlff is pumped into the marshes north of the Frog Pond. In con

trast, Alternatives 2, 3, and 5 pass the excess L-31N runoff into Taylor Slough 

through a degraded L-31 W canal or via the Frog Pond. This causes water 

le.vels to increase in the eastern portion of the Frog Pond, which contibutes 

groundwater seepage' back into the C-111 canal, and maintains higher S-177 

water levels. 
Fig. 17 shows the estimated discharges through S-18C into the lower C

111 basin and the discharges through the new S-3328/C pump station at the 

C500E spreader canal for Alternatives 1 and 5. Under Alternative 1 the S

332C pump is limited to 50 cfs, so the discharges remain small, and all excess 

runoff is passed through the existing S-18C structure. Under Alternative 5 

the S-332B pump is increased to 500 cfs, so the discharges are large, and 

additional outflows are provided by S-18C, which releases flows into the par

.tially backfilled C-111 canal. Annual wet season outflows from the C-111 canal 

downstream of S-177 averaged between 14,400 and 18,300 acre-feet under the 

Average wet season outflows
Base condition and Alternatives 1, 4, and 6. 

increased to between 20,000 and 25,000 under Alternatives 2, 3, and 5. This 

indicates that excess runoff from the C-111 basin can be effectively removed 

through the addition of the C-500E spreader canal and a large capacity pump. 

The use of a 50 cfs capacity pump will do little to remove excess wet season 

runoff, which means that the lower C-111 canal would have to be left intact. 

A serious problem has been observed under the Base condition and all of the 
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alternatives that leave the lower C-111 canal intact. Fig. 18 shows the annual 

total flows through S-197 under the Base condition and Alternatives 2 and 6 for 

the 25 year simulation. In these model runs large freshwater releases (some in 

excess of 30,000 acre-feet) are made through S-197 into Manatee Bay during 

the years with high wet season rainfall. These high flow periods are most 

conspicuous throughout the wet seasons of 1966, 1968, and 1969 and during 

Rapid influxes of freshwater
August through November in 1981 anci 1988. 

are known to have detrimental impacts on the downstream estuarine biota, 

and the need to discontinue S-197 releases has been a major driving force 

prompting the development of the C-111 GRR. 

Fig. 19 shows the average monthly canal stage for the reach of the C-111 

canal between S-177 and S-18C under the Base condition and Alternatives 3, 

4, and 5. Alternatives 3 and 4 tend to raise wet season canal water levels, 

while Alternatives I, 2, 5, and 6 show only minor differences from the Base 

condition. This suggests that alternatives that discharge excess L-31N runoff 

into Taylor Slough at locations as far south as S-175 have a high likelyhood 

of loosing much of this water as groundwater return flow to the C-111 canal 

downstream of S-177. The Park has suspected that this happens under current 
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Figure 18: Annual Total Flows through S-197 

operating conditions since canal stages downstream of S-177 are rn 1-intained 
several feet lower then the more natural marsh elevations in Taylor Slough 
downstream of S-175. 

Fig. 20 shows the average monthly canal water levels in the C-500E spreader 
canal under the Base condition and Alternatives 1, 4, and 5. Alternatives 3, 4, 
and 5 include the new 500 cfs pump station, and have a significant impact on 
raising wet season canal water levels. In contra.st, Alternatives 1, 2, and 6 add 
only a 50 cfs pump station which maintains wet season stages close to those 
under the Base condition. One disturbing problem is the extremely low water 
levels predicted at this location in the dry season. This indicates that the wet 
season stormwater infiows drain out of the system quickly, and supplemental 
dry season inflows a.re ineffective at maintaining wetland stages. 

Water Budget Computations6 

A series of wet and dry season water budgets were calculated for the reaches of 
the L-31N and C-111 canals between S-331 and S-18C under the Base condition 
and the six proposed alternatives. In each case, all of the structure inflows and 

outflows for the specific canal reaches were calculated for the 1977 wet season, 

·~ 
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which represents an average rainfall period for the 25 year simulation. Inflows 

and outflows were included for the L-31 W canal·under the Base condition and 

Alternative l, but the remaining alternatives significantly modified ttre canal 

system, making water budget estimates inappropriate. 

6.1 	 Wet Season Water Budgets in the L-31N and C

111 basins 

Figs. 21 and 22 show the wet season water budgets under the Base condition 

and the six proposed alternatives for the canal systems during the period from 

Juoe through October, 1977. The numbers adjacent to each structure repre

sent the total wet season discharges in acre-feet for each of the water control 

structures. For the entire 25-year simulation there were no wet season inflows 

into the L-31N canal via t.he S-331 pump station. Under the Base condition, 

L-31 W outflows for the 1977 wet season were approximately 23,300 acre-feet. 

Of this total, 40 percent of the outflows were discharged into the L-31 W canal 

.. via S-174, ..tnd the remaining 60 percent was discharged eastward via S-194 

and S-196. As stated earlier, these eastward diversions are inconsistent with 

the original design of the south Dade canal system, and represent a signifi

cant loss of flows from the Taylor Slough basin. Note that Alternative 1 has 

similar eastern diversions, but the remaining alternatives virtually eliminate 

these eastward losses. Alternatives 2 through 6 significantly increase the wet 

sea.son outflows from the L-31N canal system. Alternative 6 increases these 

oufiows to more than 67,000 acre-feet. The increased outflows are the result of 

re~uctions in L-:31N canal water levels, to stages well below the levels required 

to provide the authorized level of flood protection to the basin. The tables in 

Appendix B list the wet season inflows and outflows for the 25 year simula

tion period. During high rainfall years such as 1968 and 1969, Alternatives 2 

through 6 drain tremendous volumes of runoff from the L-31N canal system. 

Alternative 5, in particulart drains more that 110,000 acre-feet from the L-31N 

canal system during each of the 1968 and 1969 wet sea.sons. This is more that 

50,000 acre-feet in excess of the Base condition. Again the source of most of 

this water is the over-drainage of the marshes of the Rocky Glades. 

The wet season water budget diagrams also show that in the upper C-111 

canal {between S-li6 and S-177) Alternatives :3, 4, and .5, have much higher 

wet season outflows during the 1977 average year. This is the result of a 500 

cfs pump at the C500E spreader canal. Alternative 3 produces a three-fold 

increase in wet season outflows, largely in response to the seepage losses from 

the Frog Pond impoundment. This again suggests that structural plans that 
r''
\ 
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remove the lower C-111 canal and replace the needed outflows with a large 

pump station and spreader canal provide an effective way of protecting the 

developed lands adjacent to the upper C-111 canal. The water bu~et for 

the middle reach of the C-111 canal (between S-177 and S-18C/S-332) also 

indicates that the proposed pump station and spreader canal can effectively 

drain this portion of the C-111 basin, as well as gravity releases through S-lSC, 

without the risk of damaging freshwater outflows into Manatee Bay. 

6.2 Dry Season Water Budgets in the L-31N and C

111 basins 

Figs. 23 and 24 show the dry season water budgets under the Base condition 

and the six proposed alternatives for the canal systems during the period from 

November 1976 through May 1977. The numbers adjacent to each structure 

represent the total dry season discharges in acre-feet for each of the. water 

control structures. Supplemental dry season pumping at S-331 provided just 

under 17,00.iJ acre-feet to the L-31N basin under the Base condition. All of the 

alternatives had similar inflow volumes. For the 25 year simulation, dry season 

supplemental inflows averaged approximately 14,400 acre-feet, and peaked at 

just under 32,000 acre-feet in the dry season of 1971. These figures are incredi

bly low given the expected dry season supplemental water demands estimated 

by the Corps in their 1973 GDM for the South Dade Conveyance System 

(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1973). This report states that "pumping de

mands at S-331 are estimated at 264,800 acre-feet annually." The dry season 

supplemental pumping at S331 simulated in the model is approximately 53 

of the Corps expected volumes. Clearly, the modeling has not captured the 

authorized operational practices of the SDCS. 

These dry season inflows into the L-31W and C-111 canals are inadequate 

to meet the Congressionally mandated Minimum Delivery Schedule. Note that 

the required 38,000 acre-feet pumping at S-332 into the Taylor Slough basin 

essentially never occurs, and that inflows into the S-174 canal to support these 

required pumpages are never made. During the 197i average year, outflows 

from the L-31 W canal were more than double the inflows. For the 25 year 

simulation, the L-31 W canal system under the Base condition produces a 

net loss of water from the Taylor Slough headwaters of approximately 11,000 

acre-feet. This shows that the L-31 W canal continues to be used to provide 

drainage for the Frog Pond, in violation of its design purpose. A review of the 

average dry season canal water levels in the L-31N and C-111 canals (Figs 12 

through 19) show that the Base condition and all of the alternatives allow the 
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canal stages to fall well below the dry season minimum stages established for 
the South Dade Conveyance System. This again is a reflection of the !_!I.ck of 
dry season supplemental inflows from the upstream Water Conservatiorr Areas. 

7 l\'1arsh Flowline Comparisons 

A series of six Bowlines were defined in each of the model runs to examine the 
potential impacts of the proposed alternatives on surface water and ground
water flows through the marshes of the Rocky Glades, Taylor Slough, and the 
Lower C-111 basin. 

Fig. 25 shows the location of each of these flowlines, all but two of the 
lines are oriented east to west, to estimate the predominant north to south 
flow. The differences in total annual surface water and groundwater flows 
along _each flowline for the Base condition and the six proposed alternatives 
were computed and are tabulated in the separate volume containing the ap
pendix. Due to the lack of surface water during a large pa.rt of the year the 
groundwatJ flows made up slightly over 503 of the total annual flows in the 
over-drained marshes of the Rocky Glades, but the percentage decreased in the 
downstream direction, accounting for 10% or less at the marsh fiowlines within 
southern _portions of Taylor Slough and the Eastern Panhandle basins. Under 
average historical conditions in the C-111 basin, in places where there was 
persistent surface water, the ground water contribution to the water budget 
has been estimated to be about 10% of surface water ff.ow. The contribution 
varies depending on the local transmissivity of the aquifer and the amount of 
surface water present through the year. For the Base condition and all of the 
alternatives, approximately 75% to 85% of the total annual surface water and 
groundwater flows occurred during the wet season, in response to local rainfall 
and flood control operations. 

7.1 Flows through the Rocky Glades 

Two ftowlines were included in this area. The northern-most fl.owline 
(RCKGL) cuts across the central Rocky Glades, just south of the East Ever
glades. This fiowline showed that no changes would be expected in the surface 
water and groundwater flows in this area. Under Alternatives 4 and 6, a 300 
cfs pump station (S332A) is added at the southwest corner of the proposed 
East Everglades s'eepage control system. This caused ponding immediately 
downstream of the pump, which produced a slight reversal in surface water 

,·1 
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Figure 26: Surface \\Tater Flows across the Context Road Flowline . 

.a.nd gro~ndwater ftow directions. Flows in the southern portion of the Rocky 
Gaades were examined a.t a Bowline oriented along Context Road (CNTXT). 
"Under the Base condition and Alternatives 11 2, 3, and 5 groundwater flow is 
slightly greater than surface water flow, and all of the alternatives produced 
.:a .slight reduction in Bows. Fig. 26 shows the annual surface water flows for 
the Base and two of the alternatives for the period from 1980 through 1989. 
Under Alternatives 4 and 6, surface water flows were increased by an average 
af 19,000 acre-feet per year. and by more than 30,000 acre-feet during high 
l".ainfall years. These changes are a response to the direct marsh i:J.flows. from 
the S-332B and S-332C pump stations. 

"fl.• 2 Flows through Taylor Slough 

Two flowlines were included in this area. The first is located just south of the 
Taylor Slough Bridge flow-section (TSB) to allow later comparisons with the 
!historical published flows. At this flowline groundwater flows accounted for 
approximately 303 of the total annual flows, and showed only minor changes in 
response to lhe proposed structural changes. Fig. 27 shows the annual surface 
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Figure 27: Annual Taylor Slough Bridge Surface Flows. 

w~ter flows for the Taylor Slough Bridge flowline under the Base condition and 

two of the alternatives, for the period from 1980 through 1989. Average annual 

surface water flows were approximately 44,000 acre-feet for the 25-year period 

under the base condition and increased slightly under all of the alternatives. 

Alternative 1 had the greatest impact, increasing average annual surface water 

flows by approximately 15,000 acre-feet. This is a response to the enlargement 

of the existing S-332 pump station proposed under this alternative. Fig. 28 

shows the annual surface water flows at the southern Taylor Slough :Bowline 

for the Base and two of the alternatives, for the period from 1980 through 

1989. Average annual surface water flows were approximately 69,000 acre-feet 

under the Base condition for the 25-year period, and all of the alternatives, 

except 3 and 5, produced a slight increase of up to 10%. Groundwater flow at 

this point contributed approximately 103 of the total annual flow, and none 

of the alternatives had a significant impact on flow volumes. 

7.3 Flows through the Eastern Panhandle 

Two flowlines were included in this area. The northern-most ftowline is located 

in the State lands just south of the proposed C-500E spreader canal. The Base 
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Figure 28: Annual Southern Taylor Slough Surface Flows. 

condition suggests that surface wa.ter and groundwater flows in this area are 

insignificant. In contrast, surface water fiows were increased significantly under 

a.ll the alternatives, pa.rticularly Alternatives 3, 4 and 5, which proposed the 

installation of a 500 cfs pump station at the intersection of C-11 lE and the new 

C-500E canal. Fig. 29 shows the annual surface water flows for the flowline 

in the lower portion of the Eastern Panhandle basin under the Base condition 

and two of the alternatives, for the period from 1980 through 1989. At this 

flowline average annual surface water flows were approximately 74,000 acre-feet 

for the 25-year period under the Base condition, and increased by slightly more 

than 10% under Alternatives 3 and 5. Again, groundwater flow contributed 

approximately 10% of the total annual flow, and none of the alternatives had 

a significant impact on flow volumes. 

I~ 
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Figure 29: Annual Eastern Panhandle Surface Flows. 
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8 	 Stages and Hydroperiods at Selected Mon

itoring Points 

Twenty-one grid cells were selected to examine the temporal water depth and 

hydroperiod characteristics of the Base condition and the six structural al

ternatives. These grid cells correspond to actual monitoring point locations 

{Fig. 30) which have actual water level recorders, so the model results could 

also be compared with actual data. This comparison will determine the level of 

calibration for the wetland s~ages. This analysis was not done for this report. 

Discrepancies often will occur since the modeled water level data represents a 

computed value assigned throughout the selected 1 mile by 1 mile grid cell, not 

the water level at a specific gage. The gage names will be used instead of the 

grid cell locations throughout this section of the report as a way of simplify

ing the nomenclature. For each grid cell, descriptive statistics were tabulated 

from the modeled daily water level data to define the wet and dry season at

tributes, and frequency analyses were tabulated to describe the flooding and 

drying cha4.cteristics. In addition, a series of water level hydrographs and 

stage exceedence curves were developed for a representative set of grid cells. 

The preliminary modeling results prepared by the Corps of Engineers 

showed that the structural modifications could be expected to have their great

est effect ·on water levels in tbe marshes of the Rocky Glades, Taylor Slough, 

and lower C-111 basins, since these are the areas that would receive the ex

cess stormwater runoff. Therefore, the water depth and hydroperiod analyses 

were designed to examine the potential hydrologic impacts of the proposed 

structural modifications for a set of five sub-regions dividing these and the 

developed areas. 

a) 	Four grid cells were chosen to characterize the hydrologic conditions in 


the developed areas east of the L-31N and C-111 canals. The~e grid .cells 


included one gage (G-855) east of Krome Avenue in the upper L-31N 


basin, two gages (S-196A and G-789) in the lower L-31N basin, and one 


gage (G-613) adjacent to the C-11 lE canal (Fig. 30). 


b) 	Four grid cells were similarly chosen to characterize the hydrologic con


ditions in the 8.5 square mile residential area (G-596), and in the agri


cultural areas of the Rocky Glades (G-3437 and RUTZKE) and the Frog 


Pond (FROGP). 


c) 	Three gages (G-3115. R-3110, and TSB) were selected to estimate the hy

drologic impacts expected in the Rocky Glades and upper Taylor Slough. 
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d) 	Three gages (R-127, P-37, and CPOND) were similarly selected to de

scribe the estimated hydrologic changes expected in the lower Taylor 

Slough basin. 

e) 	Four gages (EYER-3, G-3354, EP-SW/CW, and G-1251) were selected 

to characterize the expected changes in the wetlands adjacent to the 

lower C-111 canal. 

The results of this analysis are described in the next five subsections. Hy

drographs, stage exceedence curves, tables of descriptive statistics, and flood

ing/drying frequency tables for all of the selected grid cells in these sub-regions 

are included in the separatE~ volume containing Appendix B. 

8.1 	 Water Depth/Hydroperiod Impacts in the Eastern 

Developed Areas. 

Fig. 31 shows the expected water level conditions at gage G-789 in the lower 

L-31N basin{ under the base and alternative plans. The hydrologic conditions 

at this site are typical of the conditions in the eastern developed areas. Note 

that water depths essentially always remained more than 1.5 feet below the 

g1 :>Und surface at all four of the representative grid cells, throughout all of 

the mod~l runs. Alternatives 2 through 6 tend to slightly lower the average 

monthly wet season water levels at G-855, S-196A, and G-789 during most 

years. This suggests that the increased outflow capacity provided by pumping 

directly out of the L-31N canal can provide a slight increase in the level of 

flood protect.ion in these areas.• At G-613 in the C-111 E basin, wet season 

water levels tended to rise slightly (particularly under Alternatives 3 and 5). 

8.2 	 Water Depth/Hydroperiod Impacts in the West

ern Developed Area~. 

Fig. 32 shows the expected water level conditions at the RUTZKE gage in the 

Rocky Glades agricultural area, under the base and alternative plans. The 

hydrologic conditions at this site are typical of the conditions in the western 

urban and agricultural areas. Hydrograpbs, stage exceedence curves, tables 

of descriptive statistics, and flooding/drying frequency tables for all of the 

selected grid cells in this sub-region are included in the separate appendix. 

Note that water levels are highly variable in all of these areas, and that surface 

flooding would be expected to occur during periods of high wet season rainfall. 

., 

I 
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Figure 32: Stages at RUTZKE 

Alternatives 2 through 6 all slightly lowered wet sea.son water levels compared 

to the base condition, presumably in response to the increased outflow capacity 

in the L- 31N canal. At the Frog Pond gage, Alternatives 4 and 6 tend to lower 

wet season water levels, while Alternatives :2, 3, and 5 significantly raised wet 

season water levels, and Alternative 1 showed essentially no major changes. 

In general, the agricultural areas c1f the Rocky Glades and the Frog Pond had 

water levels rising into the root zone (less than 1.50 feet below the ground 

surface) approximately 50 percent of the time under all of the model runs. 

At gage G-596 in the East Everglades, flooding within the root zone occurred 

approximately 40 percent of the time, even with the added protection of the 

proposed seepage control system associated with the Modified Water Deliveries 

GDM. This shows that all of the developed areas west of the Eastern Protective 

Levee System are at a high risk of flooding due to their proximity to the 

Everglades. 
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8.3 	 Water Depth/Hydroperiod Impacts in Upper Tay

lor Slough and the Rocky Glades. 

Fig. 33 shows the expected water level conditions at the R-3110 gage in the 

upper Taylor Slough basin, under the base and alternative plans. The hydro

logic conditions a.t this site are typical of the conditions in the Rocky Gia.des 

headwaters and the upper portion of the Taylor Slough watershed. The model 

results indicate that all of the marshes in this sub-region experience surface 

water flooding for 3 to 9 months each year under the base condition and the 

proposed alternatives. The :-esults vary quite a bit in this area in response 

to the differences in the location of structure inflows, but all of the alterna

tives produced a.n increase in wet season water levels. In the Rocky Glades 

wetlands, Alternatives 4 a.nd 6 have the most significant impact on wet sea

son water levels, and hydroperiods showed a slight increase of approximately 

10 percent (1 monih). Alternatives 1, 3, and 5 have the greatest impact on 

wet season water levels in the marshes adjacent to the L-31 W canal. At gage 

R3110, hydroperiods increased by up to 15 percent (under Alternatives 3 and 

5). Wet s~on water levels also showed a small increase at the TSB gage, but 

hydroperiods were unaffected, or decreased slightly. 

8".4 Water Depth/Hydroperiod Impacts in Lower Tay

lor Slough. 

Fig. 34 shows the expected water level conditions at the P-37 gage in the lower 

Taylor Slough basin. under the base and alternative plans. The hydrologic 

conditions at this site are typical of the conditions in the watershed south of 

the L-31 W canal system. The model results indicate that all of the marshes in 

this sub- region experience surface water flooding for 6 to 10 months each year 

under the base condition and the proposed alternatives. Wet se3.Son water 

levels at the P-37 and the CPOND gages showed almost no change under any 

of the alternatives. The R-127 gage showed a slight reduction in wet season 

water levels under Alternatives 3 and 5, presumably in response to the reduced 

conveyance caused by the removal of the lower portion of the L-31 W canal. 

At all 3 grid cells the hydroperiods were essentially unaffected by any of the 

proposed structural changes. 
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8.5 	 Water Depth/Hydroperiod Impacts in the Lower 

C-111 Basin. 

Fig. 35 shows the expected water level conditions at the G-3354 gage in the 

lower C-111 basin, under the base and alternative plans. The hydrolcgic con

ditions at this site are typical of the conditions in the impounded area just 

north of the C-111 canal system. At the G-3354 gage, Alternatives l, 2, and 

6 slightly lower wei; season water levels, while Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 signif

icantly lower wet season watt:r levels. This is presumably as a result of the 

removal of the northern levee, which is used as fill to completely or partially 

backfill the lower C-i 11 canal. At gages EP-SW/GW and G-1251 water levels 

and hydroperiods show no significant impacts during the wet season under any 

of the proposed alternatives. During the dry season, water levels tend to be 

lower under all the alternatives that backfill the C-111 canal. Examination of 

all of the gages in this area shows that the marshes north of the C-111 canal 

have substantially higher wet season water levels, and maintain much longer 

hydroperio$ then the wetlands south and west of the C-111 canal. This is 

a result of the levee system along the northern and eastern side of the lower 

C-111 canal. This levee system holds back wet season runoff which would 

otherwise provide sheetfl.ow to the downstream marshes and Florida Bay. 
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9 Spatial Surface Water Depth Comparisons 

One of the many outputs of the model are end-of-month surface watei:. depths 

for each grid cell. These values were post-processed and brought into GRASS, 

a public domain GIS package. GRASS has excellent spatial analysis features, 

which were used to compute the differences in water depths between the base 

condition and the alternatives. ARC/INFO© and GRASS overlays were used 

to make water depth and hydroperiod ina.ps, which were helpful in making 

spatial comparisons. Surface water depths for each cell were placed into c;pec

itied categories and both a tabulation and map were produced. The spatial 

analyses consisted principally of surface subtractions between base and each al

ternative. These subtractions compute the difference in water depth between 

the two model outputs and are carried out on each corresponding grid cell. 

All of the runs were computed so that the base condition was subtracted from 

each of the alternatives. Thus, a negative number indicates reduced surface 

· water depths (increased drainage) in that cell, while a positive value indicates 

increased s11rface water depths under the alternative. 

The firit set of data obtained from the model runs and post-processed a.re 

the total number of cells, or area in mi2, which a.re inundated with depths 

greater than 0.01 ft. These depths consist of all the classes from category 2 

a.nd up· (see Table 3). The water depth values at t.he end of ea.ch particular 

month were averaged over the entire 25-year period and the total number of 


inundated cells or mi2 (each cell is one mile square) are tabulated and presented 


in Appendix B. Using this approach alone makes it difficult to determine the 


differences between the base and alternative plans. The average monthly values 


and the average annual values indicate that little or no increase in surface water 


occurs under any of the alternatives. 

9el 	 Average Changes in Surface Water Depth for the 


25-Year Period 


To illustrate the spatial patterns of increases and decrea.~es of surface water 


depths, surface subtractions were computed and tabulated in different. cate


gories. These categories are presented in Table 4, the "difference" indicates 


the difference in water depth between base and alternative. Only categories 


with small ranges in values were needed, since large changes in surface water 


depths did not occur anywhere in any of the model runs, indicating the lack 


of significant water depth decreases or increases in the wetlands. 


The results of these surface substractions are shown in Table 5. The top 
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DepthDepth 
Category Range

Category Range 
6 1.0 < depth $ 1:5 ft.

1 no surface water 
1.5 < depth $ 2.0 ft.

2 0.01 < depth $ 0.25 ft. 7 
8 2.0 < depth $ 2.5 ft.

3 0.25 < depth ::; 0.50 ft. 
9 depth > 2.5 ft.

4 0.50 < depth $ 0.75 ft. 

5 0.75 < depth $ 1.00 ft. 

Table 3: Surface Water Depth Classifications 

Depth Difference in
Subtraction Difference in 

Category Water Depth
Category \Va.ter Depth 

5 0.10 > difference ~ 0.20 ft.
1 difference < -0.10 ft. 

0.20 > difference ~ 0.30 ft.
2 -0.10 $ difference < 0 6 

no ditference 7 difference > 0.30 ft.
3 
4 0.10 >difference~ 0.10 

Table 4: ~lassifications for the Changes in Surface Water Depth Analysis 

section of the table contains the increases in area which have additional surface 

w~ter inundation under each proposed alternative. Conversely, the bottom 

section tabulates the areas which have less surface water under the proposed 

alternative than they had under the base condition. The latter section of the 

table contains tbe area during each month which have lower water depth under 

the alternative than under base conditions. A large section of this increased 

drainage is located in the Eastern Panhandle area, where under several of the 

alternatives, the deep water pools north of C-111 will be eliminated. 

In order to realize some benefit to the Park, the surface water depth in

creases for the preferred alternative should be significant. Category 7 contains 

t.he areas which show increases of greater than 0.03 ft. of surface water depth. 

This categ!Jry of very modest increase in water depth is tabulated in Table 6. 

No benefits during the dry season are derived from any of the alternatives, 

this is indicated as the zero in the months from January through April. Small 

increases, less than 10 mi2, are realized in Alternatives 3 through 6 during the 

wet season months. The increase in Alternative 3 during the wet season is due 

to the additional area inundated in the Frog Pond (the Surge Pool and STA) 

and the increase in deliveries to the Eastern Panhandle. This additional inun

dation in the lower C-111 basin is principally due to the large seepage losses 

from the Surge Pool being picked up in the canal and passed into C-500E by 
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Water depth increases with the alternative -
Categories > 3, Positive Differences. 

A2-Bse A3-Bse A4-Bse A5-Bse A6-B£eMonth Al-Bsc 

January 165 141 257 453 188 455 


399February 115 109 190 404 171 


March 69 58 121 281 106 275 


April ,53 52 100 209 79 186 


May 98 125 134 251 123 225 

359June 192 254 232 389 228 


July 249 ;31g 339 509 310 472 


August 271 :no :.165 586 330 535 

321 :340 398 650 :J82 586September 
630October 323 =~27 404 684 384 


November 26.9 279 367 632 304 587 


December 191 186 275 521 212 495 


208 265 464 234 433Averagef 193 


Water depth decreases with the alternative 


Categories < 3. Negative Differences 


Number of Cells or Area. in mi:l 


Month Al-Bse A2-Bse A3-Bse A4·-Bse A5-Bse A6-Bse 


88 28
January 26 33 24 50 


February 29 36 33 50 90 33 


23 27 30 60 19March 18 
25 26 62 64 66 35April 

98 65May 37 36 107 94 


June 54 55 146 131 142 139 


July 39 46 122 102 127 118 


August 42 . 57 128 58 136 81 


56 88 137 69 143 87September 
137 69October 38 78 128 61 

47 31 117 34November 23 47 
34 27December 24 31 24 95 


Average 34 46 82 65 108 61 


Table 5: Average Number of Cells which Show a Change in Surface Water 

Inundation. 
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Category 7. Differences greater tha.n 0.03 ft. 


Number of Cells or Area. in mi2 


A4-Bse A5-Bse A6...£se
Month Al-Bse A2-Bse A3-Bse 

00 0 0
January 	 0 0
February 	

0 
0 

0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0
0 0 0

March 	 0 00 0
April 0 0 	

0 1 0
0 1

May 0 
l 	 8 8 7

0 14
June 	 920 9 12

0 0
July 	 14 15

3 25 16
August 0 	

26 18 22292 6
September 	 1626 16 20
October 	 0 2 

2 6 2
0 0 5

November 	 01 0 0
December 0 

0 

0 	
7 6

l 10 6
Average 

Ta.hie 6: Alera.ge Number of Grid Cells which Show a Change in Surface Water 

Depth greater than 0.03 feet. 

the 500 cfs pump. 	Increases in wet season water levels in Alternative 5 occur 

west of S-174, due to the ad.~ition of the large pump. Spacing of pumps west 

of the Eastern Protective Levee System at five location produces water level 

increases which are located adjacent to the discharges, starting just south of 

the 8.5 m2 area. 

9.2 	 Average Changes in Surface Water Depth for Se

lected Water Years 

The end-of-month surface water depths for the selected water years of 1976

1977, 1973-1974 and 1968-1969 were also post-processed and tabulated. The 

total a.rea which is inundated with surface water depths greater than 0.01 

ft. at the end of every month during the selected yea.r and the ·annual av

erages are tabulated in the tables in Appendix B. The information was used 

to make comparisons between the Base and alternative conditions. By sub

tracting the water depths between the alternative and base, similar to the 

procedure described earlier, the difference in water depths were obtained. A 

positive difference (diff > 0) indicates a gain in water depth with the alter

native. 	The results were again classed in the specific categories (see Table 4) 

•' 
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.. 
Category Al-Bse A2-Bse A3-Bse A4-Bse A5-Bse A6-Bse 

Average Water Year 1976-1977 
diff 5 -0.l 0 0 2 7 8 - 1 
-0.1 < cliff< 0 :10 57 49 35 71 41 
No change 1297 1263 1203 938 1203 965 
0 < diff 5 0.1 225 220 259 524 239 503 
0.1 < diff 5 0.2 5 16 23 36 18 32 
0.2 <diff ~ 0.3 0 l 11 13 12 12 
diff> 0.3 0 0 IO 4 6 3 

Dry Water Year 1973-1974 
diff ~ -0. l 0 l 2 6 9 0 
-0.1 < diff< 0 32 45 106 :J9 108 41 
No change 1347 1319 1255 1084 1252 1099 
0 <cliff ::; 0.1 178 189 172 409 167 400 
0.1 < diff ~ 0.2 0 ;3 14 17 16 16 
0.2 <cliff~ 0.3 0 0 5 2 2 1 
dift' > 0.3. 0 0 3 0 :3 0 

Wet Water Year 1968-1969 
diff ~ -0.l 4 4 8 12 13 6 
-0.l < diff < 0 40 62 64 67 89 78 
No change 1129 1059 921 762 95~ 805 
0 <cliff 5 0.1 373 405 469 615 447 580 
0.1 < cliff 5 0.2 4 22 59 70 38 61 
0.2 < diff5 0.3 :3 2 13 27 11 24 
diff> 0.3 4 :3 23 4 8 3 

Table 7: Surface Water Depth Differences for Selected Water Years 

and are summarized in Table 7 for the water years defined earlier. 
In addition to the tabulation the spatial distribution of the increases and 

decreases in water depths can be visualized by inspecting the surface subtrac
tion maps between the base and each of the alternatives. The same categories 
were used as presented in Table 7. The water year 1976-1977 was selected for 
its "average" condition. The end-of-month water depth values were used to 
compute an annual average. Color plate 2 (Fig. 36) presents the average water 
depth for the water year 1976-1977 for the base condition. Color plates 3 thru 
8 (Figs. 37, :38, 39, 40, 41, and 42) show the spatial water depth differences 
between each alternative and base as tabulated in Table 7. 

Using the table and the plates. the spatial distributions (hydropatterns) of 
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the water depths in base and the changes that occur in the alternatives can be 

described. The Base condition (Fig. 36, Plate 2) shows the pattern of surface 

water for different depth categories. The Shark Slough, Taylor Slough and 

the flow section in the Eastern Panhandle can be readily distinguished. The 

ponding in the Sta~e lands north of the cutouts in lower C-111 can also be 

discerned. During these average conditions no surface water greater than two 

feet occurs, however during the wet season some deep water pools are present. 

The Rocky Glades and northern Taylor Slough have very little standing water 

which lasts throughout the year, the average conditions are less than 0.25 ft. 

This area extends as far south as the S-332 pump and persistent standing 

water does not occur until south of the Park road. 

Similar conditions prevail in Alternatives 1, 2, 3 and 5. Most of the surface 

water is located near the discharge point in Taylor Slough. The Rocky Glades 

area receives negligible benefit from these alternatives. Alternatives 4 and 

6 show a wider distribution of surface water extending well into the Rocky 

Glades. Most of the increases in surface water are small (less than 0.2 ft.) 

hut at least the area of persistent inundation has almost doubled (Table 7), 

as compared to the other alternatives. If seepage can be controlled and canal 

levels are brought back to proper operational levels, the concepts contained in 

these alten:iatives may provide some hydrological benefit to the wetlands. 

· ·The additional drainage illustrated by the yellow colorations in the figure 

and tabulated as negative categories in Table 7 occur in the Rocky Glades in 

Alternatives 2, 3 and 5. This is a result of the continued practice of draining 

NESS and passing the excess water via the canals to the large pumps next to 

Taylor Slough. All of the alternatives show a decrease in surface water in the 

Eastern Panhandle. Most of this decrease is due to the reduction of discharge 

through S-176 to the south, and the removal or degradation of lower C-111 in 

Alternatives 3, 4 and 5, without compensating with higher operational canal 

levels in C-500E and C-111. 

Operational changes are needed in all of the alternatives. Proper canal 

stages may show some benefit in the wetlands of the C-111 basin, but changes 

were not tested as part of this report. 
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Time Ranges 

transitional < 3 months 

short 3 - 5 months 

intermediate 6 - 10 months 

long 11 - 12 months 

Table 8: 	 Hydroperiod Classifications 

10 Spatial Hydroperiod Comparisons 

The length of time that a grid cell has surface water during a particular water 

Daily surface water depths (ponding)
year is the hydroperiod of that cell. 

for each grid cell were obtained for each of the alternatives and the Base 

condition. Annual (water year) hydroperiods for each grid cell were computed 

from this information by adding the number of days when surface water depth 

exceeded 0.01 ft. To reduce the amount of information the hydroperiods were 

The transitional category,
subdivided into four time categories (Table 8). 

for example, is the class of cells which is not considered a fully functional 

wetland in the Everglades, but is viewed as being overdrained and no longer 

capable of maintaining native wetland vegetation. Many of these areas have 

experienced severe fire damage, suffer from exotic woody plant invasion and 

have low periphyton production. The hydroperiod information for the Base 

condition and each of the alternatives for a typical average, dry and wet year 

is presented in Table 9. This table lists the total model area in mi2 which 

remains inundated for a particular time period. 

For example, under the Base condition, during a typical average year 176 

mi2 of the model domain was inundated for less than 3 months per water year, 

while the area covered under Alternative 6 saw a reduction of 23 mi2 in the 

transitional category. 

10.1 	 Changes in Hydroperiods for Selected Water 

Years. 

Surface subtractions on the hydroperiods were carried out in GRASS between 

the base run and each alternative. The results are summarized in Table 10 

for the water years under consideration. This table describes the difference 

between the hydroperiods (~p) for three depth ranges. The positive categories 

list the additional area in mi2 which has that range of additional hydroperiod, 

while the two negative categories are the areas with reduced inundation. 
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none transitional short intermediate long 

0 <3 3-5 6-10 11-12 

Condition moths mnths mnths mnths 


Average Year 1976-1977 Depth> 0.01 


Base 339 11761 284 515 243 


Alternative l :341 165 284 520 247 


Alternative 2 345 156 279 531 246 


Alternative ;3 :33g 159 260 554 246 


Alternative 4 345 156 245 567 244 


Alternative 5 :339 160 257 554 247 


Alternative 6 :348 lt53l 247 559 250 


Ory Year 1973-1974 Depth> 0.01 

28
Base 387 137 257 738 

28
Alternative 1 396 133 253 747 

27
Alternative 2 395 123 269 743 


Alte.rnative 3 392 117 267 755 26 

28
Alternative 4 396 109 264 760 

27
Alternative 5 397 113 267 753 

29
Alternative 6 401 108 260 759 


Wet Year 1968-1969 Depth> 0.01 


287 128 81 411 650
Base 
Alternative l 	 287 124 76 414 656 


290 123 71 417 656
Alternative 2 

287 120 65 424 661
Alternative 3 

288 125 70 420 654
Alternative 4 


Alternative 5 288 121 69 432 647 


Alternative 6 290 122 74 409 662 


Table 9: Total Model Area (mi2) Inundated for each Hydroperiod Category. 
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Category Al-Bse A2-Bse A3-Bse A4-Bse A5-Bse A6-Bse 

Average Year 1976-77 Depth> 0.01 

Ap S -30 0 4 3 8 3 4 

70 128 111 94 121 88
-30 < Ap< 0 

1098 1096 990 800 966 821
/j.p = 0 	 523326 524 375
0 < ApS 15 353 259 	

55
27 :}6 52 55 :31115 < ~p::; 30 	 26 22 18 19

30 < Ap S 45 1117 14 10
45 < /j.p s 60 	

6 
0 

14 
5 

;33 36
:1 15 32 40

Ap>60 
Dry Year 1973-74 Depth> 0.01 

9 15 4
/j.p s -30 	 0 1 

77134 87 178
-30 < /j.p< 0 51 130 

9051061 862 1069
Ap=O 1180 1172 

0 < /j.p s 15 315 211 269 498 236 498 

37 44 30
·15 < Ap S 30 	 6 19 36 

911 12 11
30 < ApS45 	 3 11 

1111 15 7
45 < Ap$60 	 0 2 

21
2 11 25 24 22

Ap>60 
Wet Year 1968-1969 Depth> 0.01 

6 15 7
ApS-30 	 0 4 

101 
9 

86 130 111 106 153
-30 < Ap< 0 1045
Ap=O 1124 1099 1059 1021 1055 

314244 301 246
0<ApS15 328 291 	

6068 73 46
15 < /j.p s30 16 22 	

1535 20 19
30 < Ap$45 	 1 6 

8
45 < Ap S 60 2 1 16 13 20 

Ap > 60 0 4 18 8 11 5 

Table 10: Difference between Hydroperiods 
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-
The average water year of 1976-1977 was used to illustrate the spatial 

distribution of the different hydroperiod categories. The base condition tabu

lated in Table 9 is shown in Color plate 9 (Fig. 43) using the same categories 

described earlier. Color plates 10 thru 15 (Figs. 44. 45, 46, 47, 48, and 49) 
show the spatial hydroperiod differences tabulated in Table 10. 

The hydroperiod color plate illustrating the Base condition (Fig. 43, 
Plate 9) shows the long hydroperiods in the central portion of the sloughs. 

The long hydropericd in the original main flowway of Shark Slough, now re

ferred to as Northeast Shr..rk Slough, is well illustrated. The lack of significant 
periods of inundation along the eastern edge of Shark Slough and into the 

headwaters of Taylor Slough was ca.used by the drainage operations of the 
C&SF Project. Much of the historical peripheral marsh between the Coastal 

Ridge and the main Sloughs has disappeared. Current attempts to re-inundate 

NESS, the Rocky Glades and Taylor Slough are an attempt to regain a portion 
of these marshes. With all of the alternatives, moderate increases in hydrope

riods are observed near the main discharge points (the new pumps). Although 
increases near these points occur, all the alternatives decrease the length of 
the hydroperiods in the historical eastern Rocky Glades and lower C-111 area. 

In excess of 15% of the area show a reduction in surface water if any of the 
alternatives is implemented. During the 1976-1977 water year Alternative 2 

increased the drainage of the Rocky Glades and central Taylor Slough to such 
an extent that 40% of the increase in hydroperiod gained in the headwaters 

of Taylor Slough, by the large pump, is lost (see Table 10). Moderate gains 

are made with Alternatives 4 and 6, the area which had a longer hydroperiod, 

up to 2 weeks, increased by 673. The spatial differences between each of 

the alternatives and Base indicate that the hydroperiods in the Eastern Pan

handle, especially in the impounded marshes east of S-18C are substantially 
shortened. Under current water management practices, these areas have long 
hydroperiods. Lowering of the canal levels and the partial or total removal of 

the levees with Alternatives 3, 4 and 5 show reductions in hydroperiods of up 
to one month. 

Inspection of the color plates clearly shows the operational practices of the 

C&SF Project. With large pumps located at single points, as all but two of the 
alternatives do, increases the ability to provide additional flood protection. but 

also causes vast areas in the wetlands to experience additional drainage. The 

small gains made in hydroperiods at selected points in the marshes are offset 
by the losses in the historical eastern Rocky Glades and lower C-111 area. 
Even with the spacing of pumps and the short increase in retention of flood 
waters in Alternative :3, no significant spatial gains in hydroperiods are made. 
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The need to incorporate new operational criteria to maintain stages, thereby 

increasing hydroperiods, and the lack of attempts to control the seepage losses 

into L-31N, L-31 W and C-111 are two of the most important items why the 

alternatives fail to provide even moderate gains in the spatial distribution of 

hydroperiods. 
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11 Conclusions 

The following sections summarize the analysis of the previous sections. 

Summary of Canal Stage and Flow Comparisons
11.1 

Under the Base condition and Alternative 1 the majority of the outflows from 

the lr31N basin pass eastward through the C-102 and C-103 canals. This is 

oontrary to the original design operations of the south Dade canal system, and 

represents a significant loss of water from the regional system. This problem 

is substantially reduced under Alternatives 2 through 6, which redirect these 

ftows westward into Taylor Slough, via S-174 or the new S-332A-D pumps. All 

of these alternatives greatly increase flows into Taylor Slough. Alternatives 1, 

2, and 5 discharge into the main channel of Taylor Slough, using large pumps 

located at a single location. In contrast, Alternative 3 discharges into the 

Frog Pond, and has culverts which spread flows out along the L-31 W canal. 

Alternatives 4 and 6 use five moderate size pumps to spread water out over 
, 

the wetlands of the Rocky Glades and northern Taylor Slough. Unfortunately 

all of these Row increases are created by substantially lowering L-31N wet 

season canal water levels well below the Base condition, particularly during 

the months of August through October. This leads to over-drainage of the 

wetlands in the Rocky Glades and northern Taylor Slough. 

Wet season inflows into the lower C-111 basin are greatly reduced under 

all of the plans, since S-176 is essentially not used to pass runoff southward 

into the C-111 basin except during the dry season. This has the benefit of 

redirecting flows westward into Taylor Slough, but will result in drier condi

tions in the Eastern Panhandle basin. Moderate discharges are made through 

S-177 into the lower C-111 basin during most years, with larger flows occuring 

during periods of high wet season rainfall (such as in 1981 and 1989). Under 

Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 flows through S-177 significantly increase, as a result 

of the addition of a 500 cfs pump at the C-500E spreader canal. Alternatives 

4 and 6 tend to lower average S-177 wet season water levels because most of 

the excess L-31N runoff is pumped into the marshes north of the Frog Pond. 

In contrast, alternatives 2, 3, and 5 pass the excess L-31N runoff into Taylor 

Slough through a degraded L-31 W canal or via the Frog Pond. This causes 

water levels to increase in the eastern portion of the Frog Pond, which con

tibutes groundwater seepage to the C-111 canal, and maintains higher water 

levels upstream of S-177. Alternatives 3 and 4 tend to raise wet season canal 

water levels downstream of S-177. while Alternatives 1, 2, and .) show only mi

~· 
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nor differences from the base condition. This suggests that alternatives that 
discharge excess L-3 l N runoff into Taylor Slough at locations as far south as 

S-175 have the likelyhood of loosing this water due to groundwater return flow 

to the C-111 canal downstream of S-177. 
Under Alternatives 1, 2, and 6 the S-332C pump (which discharges into 

the C-500E spreader canal) is limited to 50 cfs, so the discharges remain small, 
and all excess runoff is passed through the existing S-18C structure. Under 

Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 the S-332B/E pump is increased to 500 cfs, so the 
discharges are large, and have a significant impact on the downstream marshes. 
Average wet season outflows from the lower C-111 canal increase significantly 

under Alt~rnatives 2, 3, and 5. This suggests that excess runoff from the C-111 
basin can be effectively removed through the addition of the C-500E spreader 
canal and a large capacity pump. Large freshwater releases (some in excess of 

30,000 acre-feet) are ma.de through S-197 into Manatee Bay during the years 
with high wet season rainfall under Alternatives 1, 2, and 6 that leave the lower 
·C-111 canal intact. Rapid influxes of freshwater are known to have detrimental 

impacts on the downstream estuarine biota, and the discontinuation of S-197 
releases has been a major driving force prompting the development of the 

C-111 GRR. 
Our wet season water budget analyses indicate that during high rainfall 

years such as 1968 and 1969,. Alternatives 2 through 6 drain tremendous vol
umes of runoff from the L-31N canal system. Alternative 5, in particular, 

drains more that 110,000 acre-feet from the L-31N canal system during each 

of the 1968 and 1969 wet sea.sons. Tbis is more that 50,000 acre-feet in ex
cess of the Base condition. Again the source of most of this water is the 

over-drainage of the marshes of the Rocky Glades. 
Supplemental dry season pumping at S-331 averaged approximately 14,400 

acre-feet, and peaked at just under 32,000 acre-feet for the 25-year simula

tion. These figures are approximately 5% of the volumes estimated by the 

Corps in their 1973 GDM for the South Dade Conveyance System {U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, 1973]. Ory season inflows into the L-31 W and C-111 
canals are inadequate to meet the Congressionally mandated Minimum Deliv
ery Schedules. Average dry season canal water levels in the L-31N and c~111 

canals show that under the Base condition and all of the alternatives, canal 

stages fall well below the established dry season minimum stages. Clearly, the 

C-111 GRR modeling has not captured the authorized operational practices 
of the SDCS. 
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Summary of Marsh Flowline Comparisons
11.2 

In general, groundwater flows through the wetlands made up slightly over 

503 of the total annual flows at the Rocky Glades flowline, but the percent

age decreased downstream, accounting for 103 or less at the fiowlines within 

southern portions of Taylor Slough and the Eastern Panhandle basins. For the 

Base condition and all of the alternatives, approximately 75% to 85% of the 

total annual surface water and groundwater flows occurred during the wet sea

son. The seasonal flow reductions occured rapidly so that by December, there 

was very little flow passing through the wetlands and into the downstream es

tuaries. Under Alternatives 4 and 6, surface water flows at the Context Road 

Bowline were significantly increased. particularly during high rainfall years. 

These changes are a response to the direct marsh inflows from the proposed 

S-3328 and S-332C pump stations. 

Average annual surface water flows at the Taylor Slough Bridge flowline 

were approximately 44,000 acre-feet under the base condition, and increased 

slightly under all of the alternatives. Flows under Alternative 1 showed the 

greatest impact in response to the proposed enlargement of the existing S

332 pump station. Average annual surface water flows along the lower Taylor 

Slough flowline were approximately 69,000 acre-feet under the Base condition, 

ancl all of the alternatives, except 3 and 5, produced a slight increase of up to 

10%.
Under the Base condition and Alternatives 1, 2, and 6 surface water and 

groundwater flows through the upper Eastern Panhandle flowline are generally 

insignificant. In contrast, surface water flows are increased significantly under 

Alternatives 3, 4 and 5, which iudude the installation of a proposed 500 cfs 

pump at the intersection of C-111 E and the new C-500E canal. At the southern 

flowlinc average annual surface water flows were approximately 74,000 acre

feet under the base condition, and increased by slightly more than 10% under 

Alternatives 3 and 5. Again, groundwater flow contributed approximately 10% 

of the total ·annual flow. 

11.3 	 Summary Stages and Hydroperiods at Selected 

Monitoring Points 

\Vithin the developed areas east of the L-31N and C-111 canals, water levels 

remained more than 1.5 feet below the ground surface throughout all of the 

model runs. Alternatives :2 through 6 tend to slightly lower wet season water 

levels at 	G-855, S-l 96A. and G- i89 during most years. This suggests that 
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the incr~-ased outflow capacity provided by large pumps can provide a slight 
improvement in the level of flood protection in these areas. At G-613 in the C
1llE basin, wet season water levels tended to rise slightly (particularly under 
Alternatives 3 and 5), in response to the maintenance of higher water levels 
in the Frog Pond. 

Water levels in the developed areas west of these canals are more variable, 
but all of the structural plans examined show high groundwater levels during 
the wet season, and short periods of surface water flooding are predicted in 
the agricultural areas of the Rocky Glades and the Frog Pond during periods 
of high wet season rainfall. In the Rocky Glades developed areas Alternatives 
2 through 6 slightly lower wet season water levels compared to the base con
dition, in response to the increased outflow capacity in the L-31N canal. In 
the Frog Pond. Alternatives 4 and 6 tend to lower wet sea.son water levels~ 
while Alternatives 2, 3, and 5 significantly raise wet season water levels. All 
of the developed areas west of the Eastern Protective Levee System have a 
significant risk of flooding due to the low-lying nature of these lands, and their 
close proximity to the Everglades. 

The marshes in the upper Taylor Slough basin experience surface water 
flooding for 3 to 9 months each year under the base condition and the proposed 
alternatives. The water depth and hydroperiod changes vary quite a bit in this 
.t.rea in response to differences in the location of structure inflows. All of the 
alternatives produced increases in wet season water levels, but provided only 
modest hydroperiod improvements. In the lower Taylor Slough basin water 
levels and hydroperiods showed almost no change under any of the alternatives. 

In the impounded wetlands north of the lower C-111 canal, alternatives 1, 
2, and 6 slightly lower wet season water level~ while alternatives 3, 4, and 5 
significantly lower wet season water levels. This is presumably a result of the 
removal of the northern levee, which is used as fill to completely or partially 
backfill the lower C-111 canal. In the marshes south and west of the lower 
C-111 canal water levels and hydroperiods show no significant changes during 
the wet season under any of the proposed alternatives. During the dry season, 
water levels tend to be lower under all of the alternatives that backfill the C
111 canal. The modeling J'esults confirm that the marshes north of the C-111 
canal have substantially higher wet season water levels, and maintain much 
longer hydroperiods then the wetlands south and west of the C-111 canal. This 
is a result of the levee system along the northern and eastern side of the lower 
C-111 canal, which holds back wet season runoff. Under natural conditions this 
area would have provided sheetftow to the downstream marshes and Florida 
Bay. 
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12 Recommendations 

To provide environmental benefits to the wetlands of Everglades National Park 

any proposed structural and operational changes must show a reversal of the 

on-going drainage. None of the alternatives offered to the Park for evaluation 

showed any significant increase in hydroperiods and hydropatterns. Restora

tion goals of returning the wetlands to pre-project conditions at a minimum 

(i.e., increasing stages in the natural areas and allowing the proper seasonal 

fiuctation of these stages) remain elusive under the alternatives. Seasonal 

fluctuations of surface and ground water levels at the 21 monitoring gauges, 

computed for the entire 25 year model period, barely show any increase at all. 

Spatial water depth differences between base and the alternatives, show slight 

depth increases in the areas adjacent to the pump discharg~s, but low canal 

stages cause large seepage losses back into the canal. The significant environ

mental benefits of the project are not related to restoration of the wetlands, 

only a fraction of the wetlands receive increases of more than 0.3 ft. With 

Alternative 3 the annual average end-of-month surface water depths increases 

Projected necessary
are greater than 0.03 ft. over an area of only 10 mi2 • 

increases in stages in the wetlands west of the confluence of C-111 and L-31 W 

ra~ge from 0.5 ft. in the dry season to more than 2.0 ft. in the wet season 

[Lent and Johnson, 1993a]. Flow comparisons for the model using the base 

and alternatives indicate relatively modest increases in surface and ground 

water flows across Bowlines located across selected locations in the Park. 

Restoration of the Everglades cannot begin without looking at modest 

increases in water level to approach pre-project or pre-drainage conditions. 

Unless alternatives which mimic a more natural Everglades are designed and 

tested, any proposed project has a good chance of failing to provide hydro

logical benefit to the. majority of the natural areas under consideration. To 

promote sheetfiow, discharge to the wetlands requires the use of rnany entry 

points to maintain the high stages in areas adjacent to the levees and farther 

into the sloughs. Large pumps at specific convenient discharge points serve to 

expedite the release of flood control waters and provide the ability to expand 

their use for continued drainage operations during the end of the wet season. 

The use of smaller pumps of the total capacity necessary for flood control and 

spaced at many locations, such as the pumps in Alternative 4, with the surge 

pool and storm water treatment area, such as those in Alternative 3, buffering 

the natural system from the developed areas, would continue to provide the 

necessary flood protection. These concepts also make it possible to implement 

the higher wetland stages and to allow the proper seasonal fluctuation of these 
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stages to meet restoration goals. The use of detention/retention areas would 
also reduce large flood control releases to Manatee Bay, and retain the wa
ter for slow release to the wetlands. These areas provide a small increase in 
local storage capacity and will maintain higher wetland stages into the early 
part of the dry season. Detention arPas discharge water into the wetlands 
through pumps, culverts or spillways, while retention areas discharge waters 
into the wetlands through groundwater and levee seepage, thus releasing th~ 
flood waters slowly over a longer time period. Impoundment areas constructed 
adjacent to the wetlands and serving as a buffer zone between the developed 
and the natural areas can function as these detention/retention basins. 

The high conductivity of the surficial limestone aquifer in the C-111 basin 
makes it difficult for developed areas requiring low ground water levels to co
exist immediately adjacent to natural areas which require high surface and 
ground water levels. A buffer zone can serve as a transitional land area where 
watn levels step down gradually from the west to the east. Parts of this buffer 
zone can serve as detention and retention lands for flood control purposes, and 
also serve as filtration lands for the runoff from developed lands. Authorized 
levels of flood protection would exist as originally proposed, designed and built 
for the lands east of the Eastern Protective Levee System, while areas within 
the buffer zone, but outside the mostly wet detention/retention areas, would 
experience frequent surface water inundation, especially during the wet season. 

Design of a project for environmental purposes needs to include the oper
ational flexibility to allow iterative refinement of the operational procedures. 
Benefits in the natural areas cannot be determined in the same fashion as 
benefits for a flood control project, where the process consists of the sizing of 
a pump a.nd the selection of a convenient discharge point. Hydrological assess
ments for environmental benefit done in a swamp must look at the temporal 
and spatial patterns of surface water. To implement this process the operation 
of the system as well as the structural modifications must be included. It is 
unfortunate that the limited GRR timeframe allowed only the testing of pro
posed alternative plans under the established base operational criteria. With 
the addition of larger canals and larger pump capacities, the entire C&SF 
Project should be operated differently for both flood control and water supply 
purposes. These changes should be addressed during the evaluation process, 
not established after the preferred alternative is selected. Operational crite
ria must be locked in as part of the entire process, otherwise the preferred 
alternative may not work for most of its intended purpose (viz. the L-31 W 
canal). 

Following the guidelines established for the evaluation of the alternatives 
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and the realization that restoration efforts for ENP must use a holistic ap

proach, the Park's staff is providing a conceptual approach of an alternative 

which addresses the issues of stage restoration in the headwaters of Taylor 

Slough and NESS, principally by the reintroduction of surface water at mul

tiple entry poin~ the establishment of detention and retention areas, and a 

buffer zone. Since none of the alternatives address wetland restoration suffi

ciently, the Park's staff is including a conceptual plan, Alternative 8, which 

incorporates the findings of the analysis contained in this report. 

12.1 Concepts of Alternative 8 

Using several of the alternatives offered for consideration, particularly the 

features offered in Alternatives 3 and 4, the Park's staff have revisited the 

structural proposals to more fully include benefits for the Park's water re

sources. To assess this plan and, if desired, the previously offered alternatives, 

operational guidelines have to be established during the continued evaluation 

process. An iterative process is needed in order to fully document and evaluate 

the system's response to both the structural and operational modifications. 

Alternative 8 has a.s its main goal restoration of the stages in the natu

ral areas of the C-111 basin. To this end a buffer zone is added to provide 

tlie GRR's desired flood control improvements, while maintaining higher wa

ter levels in the adjacent wetlands of the Rocky Glades and northern Taylor 

Slough. Present a.nd future concerns about water quality and the need for de

tention/retention areas, to hold excess storm water, require the construction of 

impounded areas which can serve this function. Not all of the lands within the 

buifer zone can he used or are required for use as detention/retention zones. 

However, landuses that are incompatable adjacent to a wet Everglades prob· 

ably will not function well in the buffer zone. Also, a substantial connection 

with Water Conservation Area 38 is included in this plan. This connection 

is proposed in the form of large flow ways or control structures to meet ENP 

goals to restore Northeast Shark Slough (NESS) to a functioning wetland. 

Flow into NESS will undoubtedly affect the stages in the headwaters of Taylor 

Slough and has to be included in the evaluation process, since the needs for 

additional flow capacity to NESS ha.s not been adequately addressed in the 

Corps Modified Water Deliveries GDM. 

The conceptual details of this alternative are divided into a structural com

ponent and an operational component, the details are as follows (see Fig. 50): 
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Figure 50: Proposed Alternative 8 
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• 	Structural Component 

Eliminate or degrade L-67A and C in the water conservation areas, 

to allow sheetflow to occur for delivery to NESS. 


Construct several large flow ways or water control structures across 


Tamiami Trail to provide water supply for Northeast Shark Slough. 


Eliminate L-67E and remove structural components. 


Constuct a levee from the north end of the 8.5 sq mi. area to a 


point south of S-175 and create a buffer area between L-31N /C-111 

and the levee. 

Compartmentalize some or all off the developed and natural lands 

within this buffer zone to serve as retention/detention areas. 

Provide the necessary pumps to maintain the authorized levels of 

flood control to lands east of the EPLS and let this excess water 

discharge into detention or retention areas west of the levees. 

, - Discharge water supply to the wetlands through multiple points 

from the detention areas. 

- Pass all storm water runoff into detention/retention basins within 

the buffer zone prior to discharging into the natural wetlands. 

Eliminate L-31W, C-109, C-110 and C-111 south of the confluence 

with C-1 llE and remove structural components. 

Construct a new canal, the Spreader Canal from C-111 E east across 

US-I (C-500E). 

• Operational Component 

Maintain pre-project stages in the wetlands including the areas 


along the entire Eastern Protective Levee System. 


Restore authorized canal levels in L-31 N and C-111. 


Retain L-31N basin runoff for discharge to the west instead of 


through the Coastal Ridge canals (C-102 and C-103). 


Implement rainfall based formulas for discharges into NESS, the 


Rocky Glades, Taylor Slough and the Eastern Panhandle based on 


wetland water level targets. 


Allow flow deliveries to occur from the north (via S-331) into L-31N 


when needed to maintain canal/marsh water levels. 
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The design of pumps for flood control will be accomplished by the Corps 
and SFWMD. For the natural areas west of the buffer strip the emphasis is 
on stages, the SFWMD and COE should perform the work to compute flows 
necessary to accomplish the stage targets. Target stages recently computed 
for the headwaters of Taylor Slough ( see [Lent and Johnson, 1993a]) are re
produced here as guidelines (Fig. 52). The stages from the long term record 
at G-789 are intended to be applied to the marsh gauge on Context Road 
(G-3115). The detailed development of wet and dry season operations, im
plementation of rainfall formulas will be done jointly by the ENP, COE and 
SFWMD. 

A typical detention/retention area is shown in Fig. 51. This is a conceptual 
plan and complete details of this plan need to be worked out to include all the 
uses of the C&SF Project. Alignments of detention/retention basins! pumping 
capacities, locations of spillways and culverts should be refined during the 
evaluation process. The principle is to allow flood waters (Fig. 53) to be 
pumped into the detention areas and be discharged from this area through 
culverts and spillways and overbank flow. Water supply (Fig ..54) would be 
met through pumps and overbank fl.ow. All flood control and water supply 
waters would enter the wetlands through the detention/retention areas. 

An evaluation of this alternative through the use of a natural version and 
the management version of the SFWMM model is required to refine the concep
tual approach and. to test structural components and operational procedures 
and their effects on the Park. 

Prioritization of the areas of immediate concern, those which provide the 
greatest immediate benefit cannot be ascertained in the extremely short time 
allowed for the re-evaluation phase of the process. As water supply conflicts 
such as the development of a West Dade wellfield illustrate, the process of 
resolving regional water supply issues may best be coordinated with all the 
on-going planning, evaluation and design processes. Such a process will aid 
considerably in the management of South Florida's precious resource. The 
piecemeal processing of regional water supply and flood control issues will 
only lead to future failures. 
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Figure 51: Detention/Retention Area in the Frog Pond 
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A Introduction 

This appendix is intended to provide a more detailed hydrological assessment 

of the principal subbasins within the C-111 drainage basin and to illustrate 

the need to include necessary structural modifications to the C&SF project for 

environmental benefit. Justification of the need to include detention/retention 

areas and a wider spatial distribution of pumps and culverts is addressed. The 

analysis contained herein also addresses questions raised during the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers' Project Review Conference and evaluates the modifica

tions of Alternative 6 as proposed by the Corps. The results of this analysis 

intend to show the regional effects that the changes in water deliveries brought 

about by each of the proposed alternatives will have on the natural areas within 

each subbasin. 
The spatial data used in this appendix are also based on the South Florida 

Water Management District's model (SFWMM-lxl, see section 4). The 

SFWMM-lxl is a regional model with a 1 mile by 1 mile grid resolution. 

Some of th~ detail proposed in the alternatives and specifically the changes 

proposed to Alternative 6 are of smaller spatial resolution than the model 

is capable of capturing. Details of the levee locations, the proposed deten

~ion/retention basins, and exact pump locations cannot be evaluated until 

modeling efforts using finer grid resolutions are completed. The Park antici

pates that these studies will be done during the next phase of the proposed 

project. Also, during this next phase the necessary operational changes and 

water supply issues must be discussed and evaluated. The following analysis 

was completed using the output from Alternatives 1 through 6 and are only 

intended to show a regional comparison, i.e., changes occuring in subbasins as 

a whole, between each alternative and the base condition. 

A.1 Subbasin Areas 

The boundaries of the subbasins used in the analysis of the SFWMM-lxl 

output were selected based on soils, elevation, and hydroperiod information 

and are shown in Fig. I. Seven subbasins were used to illustrate the changes: 

1) Northeast Shark Slough (NESS) (111 mi2). The boundary of this sub

basin was defined by Tamiami Trail in the north and by the Loxahatchee 

and Everglades Peats along the northwest and southeast boundaries. 

The downstream boundary was defined by the 5.0 foot contour line. 

South of this contour the central portion of the slough looses its defini

tion and expands iuto a more regional and southwesterly direction. 
I~ 
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2) 	 Shark Slough (SS) (78 mi2). This subbasin continues the flow from 
Northeast Shark Slough and is bounded near its lower end by Ea.st. Slough 
to the northwest and by the higher lands of the Rocky Glades to the 
east. The lower boundary of Shark Slough coincides with the area where 
a. more dendritic pattern of small streams occurs and eventually flows 
into well-defined channels, (e.g. the Shark River). 

3) 	 Rocky Glades (RG) (134 mi2). Southeast of the Northeast Shark Slough 
subbasin and east of northern Shark Slough are the higher elevated 
Rocky Glades underlain with Rockland soils. This subbasin is bounded 
to the east by the L-31N canal. The southern boundary is defined by 
the Rockdale sandy soils which underlie the Long Pine Key area. 

4) 	Upper Taylor Slough (UTS) (23 mi 2). The Taylor Slough watershed 
was divided into two units by the-Park Road (State Road 9336). The 
upper Taylor Slough subbasin was defined by the extent of the Perrine 
marl foils, which form the upstream extent of the well-defined historical 
drainage of Taylor Slough. 

5) 	 Lower Taylor Slough (LTS) (84 mi2). This subbasin is receiving flow 
from upper Taylor Slough and some drainage from Long Pine K~y, which 
flows to the southwest into the ponds and lakes of the upper estuary of 
Florida Bay. The southern..most portion of Taylor Slough falls outside 
the model domain, the subbasin's eastern boundary was defined by a 
rise in elevation which is underlain by Rockland and Perrine marls that 
separate Taylor Slough from the Eastern Panhandle. 

6) 	 Lower Eastern Panhandle (LEP) (36 mi2). East of lower Taylor Slough 
the low elevation freshwater and marine marls are divided by the lower 
reach of the C-111 canal. The lower Eastern Panhandle subbasin is 
bounded to the east and north by the C-111 canal and flows southerly 
into the upper estuaries of Florida Bay. 

7) 	 Upper Eastern Panhandle (UEP) (50 mi2). The drainage north and east 
of lower C-111 is bounded by the Rockdale sandy soils of the Coastal 
Ridge to the north and Card Sound Road to the east. Since several of 
the alternatives include flow across US-1, the triangle area to the east 
was included in this subbasin. 

I~ 
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Figure 1: Definition of the Seven Subbasins and their Boundaries. 
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A.2 Subbasin analysis 

The subbasins were used to investigate the impacts of the proposed alternatives
on the surface water hydroperiods and water depths of these areas. The daily
surface water depths (ponding) for each of the grid cells in the subbasins were
tabulated from the same output data files used in section 10 of the main report.

The surface subtractions between each of the alternatives and the base
condition for the subbasins is tabulated in Table 1. The average year, 1976
1977, was used herein, but tables containing the data for the typical wet and
dry year are published in Appendix B. The following analysis is based on the
hydroperiod data contained in Table 10 of the main report. Visual inspection
of Plates 9 through 15 also aids in illustrating the hydroperiod changes. Table 1
is subdivided into the seven subbasins, each contains three rows of data. The
row labeled "less" are the number of grid cells (or square miles) which have
reduced inundation from the base condition, the row labeled "none" contains
the number of cells where no change in hydroperiod was observed (6.p = 0
in Table lq.) and the row labeled "more" are the number of cells which have
more inundation, thus longer hydroperiods. The following tabulation did not
distinguish how long or how deep the changes in water depth were. Generally
the increases were quite small (see the co]or plates for the spatial and temporal
categories). 

The changes in hydroperiods for the average year, 1976-1977, indicate some
of the benefits associated with the wider spacing of pumps as in Alternatives
4, 6 and 6A, which provide multiple discharge points to the wetlands. Both
Alternatives 4 and 6 (6A) have four pumps spaced evenly from south of the 8.5
rni2 area to the north end of the Frog Pond. The increases in hydroperiod in
the Rocky Glades show up in 121 and 120 grid cells, respectively, with only 9
cells having reduced hydroperiods. Although Alternative 5 shows an increase
in 91 cells, this occurs in the lower portion of the Rocky Glades, while the
upper portion shows negative impacts in 34 cells with reduced hydroperiods
(see Plate 14). Changes due to detention/retention areas do not show up well
in the output, due to the problem of spatial scale. The difference in pump size
and location of the alternatives using the large pumps also does not indicate
any significant change in hydroperiods in Taylor Slough, whether the water is
delivered in the Rocky Glades or discharged a.s a large volume in Taylor Slough
near S-332 or S-174 is not distinguishable in lower Taylor Slough. As might be
expected, moving pump capacity farther north affect the upper Taylor Slough
subbasin slightly. 

Hydropcriocls in the Upper Eastern Panhandle subbasin increase due to 
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the addition of the east-west spreader canal. Increases occur in the north

ern portion of this subbasin, reduced hydroperiods are noted in the.:southern 

part. This is probably due to a change in water allocation from lower C-111 

to Taylor Slough and from the lower panhandle to the northern portion within 

the subbasin. The lower Eastern Panhandle subbasin shows a similar pat

tern, increases in Hydroperiods are generally to the west of C-111 (see Plates 

9 through 15), while decreases are noted in the area of the C-111 cutouts. 

Alternative 4, which takes out lower C-111, actually shows 23 cells with less 

hydroperiod and only an increase of 12 cells. This pattern is expected. Base 

conditions allow ponding to occur in the impounded areas north of lower C

111, if the canal is removed and operational changes are not implemented to 

bring the diverted (to Taylor Slough) water back into C-111, any analysis will 

show no environmental benefit. This is the reason why recommendations in 

the main body of the report strongly suggested to discuss and test operational 

policies. 
In addition to the hydroperiod analysis of the subbasins, changes in water 

depths forfApril and October for the average year of 1976-1977 (Table 2) 

is used to illustrate the seasonal changes occuring in the subbasins. Tables 

containing the data for the typical wet and dry year are published in Appendix 

B. Due to the time constraints, only Alternatives 1, 4 and 6 were used to 

compare against the Base condition. The table is similar to the hydroperiod 

table (Table 1), the tabulation is of average monthly (obtained from daily 

data) water depth changes between each alternative and base. During 1977, 

April is the driest month and October is the wettest month, this pattern is 

similar to the dry and wet years shown in the appendix. 

During April, most of the C-111 basin is dry under base and any alter

native, it is not clear at this time why the data shows that there are higher 

surface water leve!s in Northeast Shark Slough and Shark Slough. During the 

wet month, October, both Alternative 4 and 6 show water depth increases in 

the Rocky Glades, Northeast Shark Slough and Shark Slough. Water depth 

increases in these areas with Alternative 1 are much smaller, illustrating again 

the benefits of using multiple entry points. Water introduced north of and 

in the headwaters of Taylor Slough regardless of location or number of entry 

points allow both the upper and lower Taylor Slough subbasins to be much 

wetter during this month. 
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A.3 Comparison of Alternative 6A and Alternative 8 

Alternatives 1 through 6 are discussed a.nd illustrated in section 3 andthe con
ceptual approach of Alternative 8 is located in section 12. A description and 
evaluation of Alternative 6A is presented in this section. It is again unfortunate 
that the short timeframe allowed for the follow-up work (one week) does not 
allow for a more detailed comparison of Alternatives 6A and 8. As the main 
body of this report concludes, the hydrological benefits in the wetlands, par
ticularly in the lower C-111 basin, must be evaluated with operational changes 
in mind. Most of the alternatives redirect water that would be delivered into 
the lower C-111 basin, the Eastern Panhandle, under the base condition and 
discharge it into the wetlands of the Rocky Glades and Taylor Slough. The 
hydrological restoration of the wetlands in the Eastern Panhandle a.re as im
portant as the areas to the north. The rapid releases of fresh water through 
the lower cutouts into the upper estuary of Florida Bay and through S-197 
into Barnes Sound have to be eliminated and the discharges diverted into de
tention/retrntion areas. This will aid in the overall process of returning the 
system to more natural hydroperiods and hydropatterns. · 

e 	 Alternative 6A. This plan is a modification of Alternative 6 and a.d
'1resses the large seepage losses a.long the L-31N canal, and the need for 
detention/retention areas. The components of this plan are shown m 
Fig. 2 and the specific improvements are discussed below: 

a) 	A levee would be built approximately 0.5 mile west of L-31 N, be
ginning opposite C-102, but not tied into the levee around the 8.5 
mi2 area. This levee would run southward into the Frog Pond area. 
The area in between the canal and this levee would serve as a buff er 
zone to reduce the leakance back to the canal, due to the proposed 
higher stages in the wetlands to the west. 

b) 	 A second levee would be built approximately 0.5 mile west of the 
first levee. The area in between the two levees would be a deten
tion/retention area serving as a surge pool for stormwater runoff. 
This area may also provide water quality benefits by filtering canal 
water. 

c) 	 Four pump stations, S-332A, S-3328, S-332C and S-3320, with four 
75 cfs pumps each, would provide water from L-31 N to the deten
tion/retention areas via lined canals across the buffer zone. 
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d) 	Eight 36" culverts with stop logs and one 300 ft. emergency spillway 

would discharge water from the detention/retention area.Jnto the 

wetlands of the Rocky Glades and prevent backfiow. 

e) 	The eastern portion of the Frog Pond would be enclosed with levees 

and S-332D would supply water to the detention/retention area to 

the north. 

f) A new, lined canal would supply water to the existing S-332 pump 

station (165 cfs) and to the existing structure S-175 (500 cfs). The 

L-31 W canal south of S-175 would remain in place, but the northern 

section above S-332 would be backfilled. 

g) A new spreader canal, C-lllN, east of the confluence of C-111 and 

C-111 E supplied by a 50 cfs pump (S-332E) would deliver water to 

the impounded area north of the lower C-111 canal through over

bank flow. 

h) The C-109 and C-110 canals would be plugged at regular intervals 

lo induce sheet flow from west to east. 

i) The lower C-111 canal would remain in place, but the southern spoil 

piles would be degraded to allow improved overbank flow southward 

into Florida Bay. 

The concepts of Alternative 8 and its components, discussed in section 

12, and shown in more detail in Fig. 3, were endorsed by the Department of 

the Interior and used as guidelines in evaluating the most recent structural 

modifications, as defined by Alt.ernative 6A, for this project. In concept, the 

modifications proposed to supply water to the southern portion of the Rocky 

Glades and the headwaters of Taylor Slough are similar. Our original transmit

tal of Alternative 8 did not contain the details of levee and pump placement. 

Alternative 6A provides more detail on the location to control the seepage 

problem, but it is clear that additional refinements will be needed during the 

design phase when detailed analysis is possible, but the use of three levees to 

stairstep the proposed higher water levels between the canal and_ the wetlands 

will retain more water in the wetlands. 

The northern Rocky Glades have an improved seepage control system with 

the addition of the levee, the L-31 W tieback, but the proposed levee does not 

tie in to the 8.5 mi2 area levee as is proposed in Alternative 8. Problems 

may occur when the desired increa.5es in water depths in Northeast Shark 

Slough raise water levels in the northern Rocky Glad('s. It is conceivable that 

water levels west of the 8.5 mi 2 area will be high enough that flow will occur 
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from west of the levee into the protected area. In this area the C-111 project 
abuts the Modified Water Deliveries project, and a resolution of the beundary 
between the two projects is needed. S-332A may be better placed at the 
soutern terminus of the 8.5 mi2 area instead of next to L-31N if a continuous 
levee is built as proposed in Alternative 8, details such as these need to be 
worked out during the design phase of the project. 

Proposed modifications in the Frog Pond differ between Alternative 6A and 
Alternative 8 in the manner that water is discharged into the adjacent wet
lands, and the use of the western Frog Pond as a detention/retention basin. 
Alternative 6A proposes to pump water to the north detention/retention area 
and keeps the eastern Frog Pond as a totally enclosed area. Water to the ex
isting S-332 pump and to the S-175 control structure will be delivered through 
a canal leading from C-111, and the lower end of L-31W would remain. Al
ternative 8 uses the existing L-31 W canal to supply S-332 from the northern 
detention/retention basin. This would allow overbank fl.ow from the nortb
south aligned portion of L-31W to occur during the wet season. The lower 
part of L-3iW past S-332 would be filled in down to the S-175 structure. Alter
native 8 uses the Frog Pond as a detention/retention area and allows outflows 
to occur westward. It also uses existing structure S-175 to pass flows from 
the detention/retention area south through the remaining reach of the L-31 W 
canal for discharge in the wetlands. 

The proposed modifications in the Eastern Panhandle are minimal and 
remain identical to Alternative 6. This region differs the most from Alternative 
8. The purpose of the east-west spreader canal without modifications to lower 
C-111 is not clear. The impounded areas it is intended to supply by the 50 cfs 
pump are already full of water most of the year and these areas can probably 
serve as an example, what hydrological restoration of the lower wetlands should 
look like. The purpose of the spreader canal in Alternative 8 is to replace the 
lower part of C-111 canal and allow the distribution of water as sheetflow to 
the marshes farther north. This would meet the original C-111 GRR project 
goal of eliminating direct freshwater releases to the estuaries via S-197. 

A.4 Changes in Flood Protection 

All of the alternatives were modeled only as structural improvements and no 
operational changes were made to the existing system. The optimum wet sea
son water levels are maintained at the structures and outflow capacity is as 
specified under the authorized project authority. The authority for the Gen
eral Reevaluation study for the C-111 canal system is tied to the completion 
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Design Discharge ( cfs) 

332 Sl75 Sl8C 332A 332B 332C 3320 332E .:ffotal 
2765Base 165 500 2100 

Alt 6A 165 500 2100 300 300 300 300 50 4015 

Table 3: Structure Capacities for Base and Alternative 6A Conditions 

of features originally authorized by the 1968 Flood Control Act. This act au

thorized the construction of the ENP-South Dade Conveyance System, which 

added new water control structures to the existing canal system for the pur

pose of conservation and conveyance of water supplies to Everglades National 

Park, and for expanding agricultural and urban needs. Keep in mind that 

the 1968 act authorized the SOCS solely for the purpose of increased water 

supply and improved conveyance, and did not provide the specific authority 

to increase the level of flood protection within the C-111 canal system. 

Table 3 lists the structure discharges for the Base and Alternative 6A con

dition. No~ that this indicates that Alternative 6A provides a 69% increase 

in total outflow capacity for the C-111 basin. Alternative 8 is a conceptual 

plan and focuses on elements for environmental benefit, which are stage tar

gets in the wetlands. The sizing of the pumps to maintain authorized levels

of flood control must be accomplished by the COE and SFWMD, with this 

goal in mind. The structures listed in this table are the surface water dis

charge points into the wetlands and into Barnes Sound via S-197, which is 

capable of handling all of the S-1 SC discharges. The tabulation is exclusive of 

discharges occuring through the coastal canals to the east. To our knowledge 

these capacities do not change as part of any proposed project. 

Alternative 8 eliminates the lower C-111 canal and proposes to transfer 

the flood control c~pacity of S-18C to the pumps delivering water into the 

detention/retention basins and the spreader canal, C-1 llN. Additonal gravity 

drainage could be used through emergency spillways at locations along the 

canal where secondary drainages to Taylor Slough and the Eastern Panhandle 

exist. 

A.5 Conclusions 

As requested, a comparison of Alternative 8 and Alternative 6A was made, 

based on the division of the wetlands into subbasins. The salient points re

garding the need to have a buffer zone to control seepage and the need to built 

detention/retention areas lo capture slormwaler runoff have been discussed. 
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The subbasin analysis clearly shows the benefits of spacing the pumps along
L31N and C-111 instead of concentrating the capacity at a single point. The
model, because of its regional scale, fails to capture the details of the deten
tion/retention areas and the placement of seepage control levees. These must
be addressed when finer resolution models are available and other detailed
calculations can be made.

As was shown in the body of the report and in the subbasin analysis the
benefits associated with the re-introduction of surface water in the Rocky
Glades comes at the expense of Base conditions in the Eastern Panhandle.
Operational and water supply issues must be addressed in the next phase of
the process, to prevent the detoriation of existing conditions in the lower C-111
basin. 

r 
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PROCEDURE FOR RANKING ALTERNATIVES BASED ON HYDROLOGY 

AND REPORTED PERIPHYTON-PRODUCING CONDITIONS 

C-111 8Iternatives were ranked by calculating "hydrohabitat units" (HU) for each, 

based on water depths and frequency offlooding in the "zone ofoptimum development 

ofmarl" (Tabb and Kenny, 1969 - enclosure 1). The maximum, minimum, and average 

historic water levels reported by Tropical Bioindustries, Inc. (1990) are standards to 

which we compared projected alternative water levels under three water level 

exceedance frequencies: 10 percent (wet period), 50 percent (average period), and 90 

percent (dry period). The procedure is as follows: 

Construct a model (marl model) to rate the projected alternative water levels
1.
against the reported historic conditions. The model produces 3 values between 0 and 

1.0: a value comparing each of the 3 exceedance frequencies to historic water levels 

under wet, average, and dry conditions. 

2. Calculate a hydrohabitat index (Hhl)--the cube-root of the product of the 3 model 

values--for the upper (west) basin and the lower (east) basin under each alternative. 

3. Calculate the hydrohabitat units for each alternative. Hh.Us are the product of the 

Hhl and the square miles with increased hydroperiod-a value for each basin under 

each alternative. The alternative plans would permit higher water levels in areas 

larger than the marl zone, and the total area of increased flooding is used in 

calculating respective alternatives' hydrological units. 

NOTES: 

CONSIDERATIONS FROM TBI (1990). 

Marl soils were formed and maintained under an average hydroperiod of about 

7 months. 

Water levels may have reached lows of 20-30 inches below ground level 

Water recession of from 24 inches to 30 inches below ground level might cause rapid 

and complete loss of water from marl soils and death of plants. 

The average water depth was 8.5 inches over marl soil and ranged from 3.2 

inches to 20.9 inches. 

Seasonal water depths of 6.5 feet in Shark River Slough (SRS) and the east 

Everglades in Everglades National Park caused SRS and Taylor Slough waters to meet 

and flow to Florida Bay. 

G-1 
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The model would provide for a hydrohabitat index (HI) value of 1.0 for water depths 
and conditions as follows: 

Depths no less than 0 inches (i.e., ground level) would be exceeded 90% of the 
time, and · 

Depths no less than 8.5 inches would be exceeded 50 % of the time, and 

Depths up to 21 inches may be reached 10% of the time. 

Water levels below -30 inches would result in a HU value of zero. 

References cited: 


Tabb, D.C. and N. Kenny, 1969. Contour mapping of the coastal plain of Everglades 

National Park by the periphyton method. Inst. of Mar. Sci., Univ. of Miami, Coral 

Gables, Florida, in Tropical Bioindustries, 1990. 


HhI x square miles affected =hydrohabitat units (HhU) for an alternative increment. 

A western and an eastern increment are separable. 


CALCULATING HYDROHABITAT INDEXES 


Where D = water depth in inches and H = hydrohabitat index: 


For wet period: 

If D > 0 and < =21, H = 1.0. 
If D > 21 and < = 24, H = 7 .3 - 0.3D. 
If D > 24, H = 0.1. 

For average period: 

If D > =8.5, H = 1.0. 
If D > 0 and < 8.5, H = 0.1 + 0.106D. 
If D < = 0, H = 0.1. 

For dry period: 

If D > = 0, H = 1.0. 
If D < 0, H = 1 + 0.033D. 

G-2 
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CONCEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN FLORIDA PROJECT 

C-111 
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CONCEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN FLORIDA PROJECT 

C-111 

The foundation for project monitoring was laid in 1992 as part ofenvironmental 

planning. A cooperative effort between the ENP, the USFWS, and the USACE 

produced a plan of studies for projecting the impacts of C-111 alternative plans. The 

plan of studies called for comparison of the projected impacts of considered 

alternatives in relation to historical (natural) and existing (base) hydrological 

conditions. Impacts on the principal vegetative communities are assessed using a 

"natural systems11 hydrological model that is validated with soils and historical water 

stage information. Species and natural community responses to historical, base, and 

alternative hydrological conditions areassessed with input from acknowledged experts. 

Study protocols will be refined during the detailed design phase to produce a 

detailed ecological monitoringplan. The plan will be an interagency product, involving 

Department of the Interior agencies, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA), the State of Florida, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and 

the South Florida Water Management District. Opinions of experts on various
Theecosystem components (species, plant and animal ecology) will be sought. 

monitoring plan will be implemented, beginning in the detailed design phase and 

continued through construction. It is expected that the monitoring program will be 

continued after construction and during project operations under the leadership of 

ENP and/or SFWMD. A conceptual outline of the management plan appears below. 

A CONCEPTUAL MONITORING PLAN OUTLINE 
C-111--TAYLOR SLOUGH PROJECT 

Assumption: The C-111--Taylor Siough area will be a managed system, with water 

supplied in quantities, frequencies, and durations to be agreed upon by the 

appropriate agencies in compliance with existing laws and directives and in 

consideration of all affected parties. 

Project Goal: The project goals are: (a) restoration of the historical hydropatterns of 

the Taylor Slough, C-111 basin, eastern Florida Bay and Barnes Sound estuaries, 

functioning in response to the adjacent, upstream, long-hydroperiod, Shark Slough 

system; and (b) selection of a modified system based on a water supply regime 

necessitated by consideration of requirements of the greater, Central and Southern 

Florida Project for Flood Control and Other Purposes. The C&SF Project is under 

restudy, and the results and recommendations from that study are expected to affect 

the C-111-Taylor Slough system. 
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Study Objectives: Detect ecological and hydrological responses to actual project
operations including establishment ofpre-operations baselines. Enable measurement
ofattainment ofProject Goal. Permit formulation ofremedial measures as necessary. 

Study Team: Representatives of the Department of the Interior agencies, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the State of Florida, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the South Florida Water Management District and
other interested agencies. 

Period ofStudy: Upon approval of this GRR-EIS and until the end of the construction
period, or 8 years. 

Cost: Estimated cost for monitoring is $8,000,000. 

Data Storage and Retrieval: Data will be stored and retrieved with an HEC-DSS or
similar data retrieval system and displayed by means of a Geographic Information
System. 

Study Elements: 

STUDY AREA - Taylor Slough and headwaters to (include) Shark Slough
Coastal sloughs, mangroves
Barnes Sound, Manatee Bay
Florida Bay nearshore (define) between Highway 1 and Central

Florida Bay
Affected area west of C-111 and L-31N

WATER
Supply-Annual hydroperiods, depths, timing, interannual hydropatterns
Quality - nutrients, salinity, pesticides 

SYSTEM LINKAGE

Shark River Slough, Florida Bay, Water Conservation Areas 


SPECIFS/COMMUNITIES
Plant communities; indigenous dominant, native and exotic

invaders, periphyton. Sampling regimen will reveal trends in
species dominance and productivity in response to project
operation hydrology. 

Invertebrates; crustaceans (macro-, micro-), insects (forage, pollinators,
weed control), other (annelids). Sampling will be designed to
reveal responses to project operation hydrology of organisms that
function as fish-food, pollinators, and plant control . 
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Fishes. Species and productivity responses to hydrology. 

Amphibians/Reptiles. Species that are significant biomass producers 

used as food by wading birds will be sampled to reveal biomass 

response to hydrology. American alligator function and 

significance as habitat modifier will be assessed in relation to 

hydrology. 

Wading Bird Species or Guilds. Sampling will indicate reproductive 

success in relation to project-induced hydrology. Some species 

may be grouped in guilds. 

Endangered or threatened (include prey). Impact of project-induced 

hydrology on listed species will be assessed (Wood Stork, Snail 

Kite, Cape Sable Sparrow, American Crocodile, etc.) American 

crocodile reproductive success in relation to hydrology. 

Procedures: Monitoring station establishment will accommodate standard methods 

of sampling and statistical analysis. Insofar as the aforestated criterion will permit, 

stations for each study element will be located in proximity to stations for other 

elements, with separations to ensure no disturbance from other element sampling. 

Sampling station locations will be recorded in a Geographical Information System 

(GIS), as will sampling data from each study element. Sampling will represent each 

identified sub-area in the study area. Data will be transformed into information that 

can be entered in the GIS, permitting retrieval and comparison of study element 

information, e.g., biological responses to hydrology; predator response to food 

patchiness or concentration; comparison among food chain echelons. Wildlife and 

Plant community monitoring protocols will be developed by interagency teams. 
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ANNEX I 

C-111 

C-111 DRAFT REPORT RECIPIENTS 
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LIST OF ADDRESSEES 

C-111
DRAFT RECIPIENTS 

FEDERAL AGENCIES 

Mr. Robert M. BakerMr. Heinz Mueller, Chief 
Regional DirectorEnvironmental Policy Section 
National Park ServiceEPA Region IV 
75 Spring St.345 Courtland St. NE 


Atlanta, GA 30365-2401 (5 CYS) Swatlanta, GA 30303 (2 CYS) 


Mr. Richard RingMr. Jonathan Deason, Director 
Oflice of Environment.al Affairs Superintendent

Everglades National ParkDepartment of the Interior 
CM s 2340) P.O. Box279

Homestead, FL 33030-0279 (4 CYS)
1849 C Street NW
Wasbington DC 20240 (12 CYS) 

Mr. David Cottingham, Director 
Ecology and EnvironmentalMr. James W. Pulliam, Jr. 
Conservation OfticeRegional Director 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Department of Commerce 
NOAA/CS/EC/Room 622275 Spring St SW 
14th and Constitution Ave. NWAtlanta GA 30303-3309 (2 CYS) 
Washington, DC 20230 (4 CYS) 

Mr. David J. Wesley 
Regional DirectorField Supervisor 
National Marine Fisheries Service

U.S. Fisb and Wildlife Service 
Attn: Mr. Andreas Mager, Jr.3100 University BLvd. S 
9450 Koger BoulevardJacksonville, FL 32216-2732 
St. Petersburg, FL 33702-2496 

Mr. David L. Ferrell 
Dr. Edwin J. KeppnerField Supervisor 
Area SupervisorU.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Habitat Conservation DivisionP.O. BOX 2676 
National Marine Fisheries ServiceVero Beach, FL 32961-2676 
3500 Delwood Beach Road 
Panama City, FL 32408Dr. Wiley Kitchens 

Florida Cooperative Fish and Wildlife 
Direct.orResearch Unit 
Southeast Fisheries CenterNewins-Ziegler Hall <RM 117) 
Attn: Dr. Joan BrowderUniversity of Florida 
National Marine Fisheries ServiceGainesville, FL 32611-0307 (2 CYS) 
75 Virginia Beach Drive 
Miami, FL 33149Mr. Burkett Neely, Jr. 

Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee NWR 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Route 1, Box 278 

Boynton Beach, FL 33437-9741 
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Mr. G. Louis Ducret, Jr. 
Water Resources Division 
U.S. Geological Survey 
9100 NW 36TH St (SU 106) 
Miami, FL 33178 (5 CYS) 

State Conservationist 
Soil Conservation Service 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
401 First Avenue SE 
Gainesville, FL 32601-6816 

State Director 
Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
4440 NW 25th Place, Suite 1 
Gainesville, FL 32606 

Southern Region Forester 
U.S. Forest Service 
Department of Agriculture 
1720 Peachtree Road NW 
Atlanta GA 30309-2405 

Director 
Office of EnvironmE!ntal Compliance 
Department of Energy, Room 4G064 
1000 Independence Avenue SW 
Washington, DC_ 20585 (2 CYS) 

Office of the Directc•r 
Ctr. for Envi. H&I Cont/F29 
Department of Health and Human 
Services 

1600 Clifton Road 
Atlanta GA 30333 (2 CYS) 

Executive Director 
Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation 
The Old Post Office Building 
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue NW #809 
Washington, DC 20004-2590 

Mr. Richard J. Hoodland 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management 
Council 

5401 W. Kennedy Blvd. (Ste 881) 
Tampa, FL 33609 

Mr. J. R. Skinner 
Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 
227 N. Bronough St. (RM 2015) 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Ms Debbie Robertson 
Congressmen Deut.sh's Office 
Barnett Banlt, Suite 310 
1010 Kennedy Drive 
Key West, FL 33040 

Mr. George Barley 
Chairman FKNMS Advisory Council 
1919 Espanola Drive 
Orlando, FL 32804 

Mr. Mike Harty 
Natl. Res Defense Council 
11th Floor 
40 West 20th Street 
New York NY 10011 

STATE AGENCIES 

Mr. Tilford Creel 
Executive Director 
South Florida Water Management 
District 

P.O. Box 24680 
West Palm Beach, FL 33416-4680 (10
CYS) 

Director 
Intergovernmental Affairs Plng Unit 
ATTN: Suzanne Traub-Metlay 
Executive Office of the Governor 
The Capitol, (Rm 1603) 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 (16 CYS) 

Ms. Janet Llewelyn, Chief 
Bureau of Wetlands Resource 
Management 
Florida Department of EnVironmental 
Protection 
2600 Blair Stone Road 
Tallahassee FL 32399-2400 
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Ms. Susan Olson 
South Florida Water 

Management District 
3301 Gun Club Road 
West PaJm Beach, FL 33406 
(30 cys) 

Mr. Herbert H. Zebuth 
Southeast District 
Florida Department of Environment.al 
Protection 

P.O. Box 15425 
West Palm Beach, FL 33416-5425 (2 
CYS) 

Executive Director 
Florida Game and Freshwater Fish 
Commission 

620 S. Meridian Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 

Mr. Brian S. Barnett 
South Florida Section Leader 
Florida Game and Freshwater Fish 
Commission 

110 43rd Avenue SW 
Vero Beach, FL 32968 

Mr. Ed Moyer 
Biological_ Administrator Lake 
Restoration 

Division of Fisheries 
Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish 
Commission 


600 N. Thacker Street, Suite A-1 

Kissimmee, FL 34741 


Ms. Virginia Weatherall 
Executive Director 
Florida Department of Environment.al 
Protection 


900 Commonwealth Boulevard 

Tallahassee, FL 32399-3000 


Mr. C. L. Erwin 
Environment.al Office (MS-37) 
Florida Department of Transportation 
605 Suwannee Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450 

Mr. G8.IY L. Donn, P.E. 
PD&E Engineer District 6 
Florida Department of Transportation 
1000 NW 111 Avenue 
Miami, FL 33172 

Mr. George W. Percy 
St.ate Historic Preservation Officer 
Division of Historical Resources 
R. A. Gray Building 
500 South Bronough Street 
TaUabassee, FL 32399-0250 

St.ate Attorney 
11th Judicial Circuit of Florida 
Attn: Dr. Francis J. Merceret 
Metropolitan Justice Building 
1351 N.W. 12th Street 
Miami, FL 33125-2134 

Mr. Antonio Romanach 
South Florida Water Management 

Distri,ct 
1550 Mandruga Ave., Suite 412 
Coral Gables, FL 33146 

Mr. Julio Fanjul 
South Florida Water Management 
District 

1550 Mandruga Ave., Suite 412 
Coral Gables, FL 33146 

Mr. Tom Singleton 

South Florida Water Management 

District 


1550 Mandruga Ave., Suite 412 

Coral Gables, FL 33146 


COUNTY AGENCIES 

Mr. Anthony C. Clemente 

Assistant County Manager 

Metro-Dade County 

111 NW 1st Street (29th FLR) 

Mimai, FL 33128-1971 (2 CYS) 
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Dt. Douglas Yoder: 
Assistant Director 
Department of Environmental 

Resources Management . 
Metro-Dade County 
111 NW 1st Street (13TH FLR) 
Miami, FL 33128-1971 

Mr. Eric Myers 
Department of Environmental 

Resources Management 
Metro-Dade County 
111NW1st Street (13TH FLR) 
Miami, FL 33128-1971 

Ms. Jean H. Evoy 
Senior Planner 
Planning Department 
Metro-Dade County 
111NW1st Street (SU 1220) 
Miami, FL 33128-1972 

Honorable Larry Hawkins 
County Commissioner 
Metro-Dade County 
111NW1st Street (SU 200) 
Miami, FL 33128-1971 

Mr. Roy Reynolds, Director 
Water Resources Management Div. 
Broward County· 
2901 N. Power Line Road 
Pompano Beach, FL 33069 

Mr. B. Jack Osterhol 
Executive Director 
South Florida Regional 
Planning Council 

3440 Hollywood Boulevard (SU 140) 
Hollywood, FL 33021 

CITIES 

City of Homestead, Florida 
790 N. Homestead Boulevard 
Homestead, FL 33030 

ASSOCIATIONS 

Mr. Joseph Podgor 
Friends of the Everglades 
244-A Westward Drive 
Miami Springs, FL 33166 

Dr. Peter Rosendahy, P.E. 
Director of Environmental Relations 
Flo-Sun Incorporated 
316 Royal Poinciana Plaza 
Palm Beach, FL 33480 

Mr. James D. Webb 
Regional Director 
Wilderness Society 
4203 Ponce De Leon Boulevard 
Coral Gables, FL 33146 

The Nature Conservancy 
Attn: Mr. John Neuharth 
3969 Loquat Avenue 
Miami, FL 33133 

Mr. Tom Martin 
Executive Director 
Everglades System Restoration 
Campaign 

160 NW l 76th Street #202 
Miami, FL 33169 

Miccosukee Tribe of Indians 
Of Florida 

Attn: Mr. Gene Duncan 
P.O. BOX 440021 
Tamiami Station 
Miami, FL 33144 

Mr. James Humble 
South Dade Land Corp. 
P.O. BOX 3434 
Florida City, FL 33034 

Mr. Jack Campbell 
C/O Florida Lime and Avocado 

Administrative Councils 
P.O. Box 188 
Homestead, FL 33090-0188 
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Dt. Seymore Goldwebber INDIVIDUALS 
Dade County Agricultural Council 
7900 SW 126th Terrace Mr. Nathaniel P. Reed 

P.O. Box375Miami, FL 33156 
Hobe Sound, FL 33475 (2 CYS) 

Evergl8.aes Holiday Park 
Attn: Mr. Mitchell Bridges Dr. Durbin C. Tabb 

21940 Griffin Road 9850 Bahama Drive 

Fort Lauderdale, FL SS332 Miami, FL 33189 

Ms. Melissa M. Gross, CLA Mr. Rodney Gbioto 

Messer, Vickers, Caparello, Madsen Ghioto and Associates 

Lewis, Goldman & Metz P.O. Box 690758 
Orlando, FL 32869-0758 (2 CYS)Suite 900 

2000 Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard 
West Palm Beach, FL 83409 Mr. William. G. Earle Esq. 

Earle and Patchen Professional 

Mr. Karsten A Rist Associates 

Kendall Plastics 1000 Grickell Avenue (SU 660) 

10461 SW 186 Lane Miami, FL 33180 

Miami, FL 33157 
Mr. Bradley G. Waller 

Mr. Steve Langley Hydrologic Associates 

EAS Engineering 14707 S. Dixie Hwy. (SU 318) 

55 Almeria Avenue Miami, FL 38176 

Coral Gables, FL 88175 
Ms. Isobel Morales 
13195 SW 209th AvenueMr. Bob Numann 

South Dade Marina Miami, FL 38196 

P.O. Box 647 
Key Largo, FL 33037 Mr. Manuel R. Gonzalez-Duarte 

15150 SW 202 Avenue 
Miami, FL 33196 

ACADEMIA 
Mr. Mark Silverio, Esq. 

Dr. George H. Dalrymple 44 W. Flagler Street (SU 2450) 

Biology Department Miami, FL 33130 

Tamiami Campus 
Florida International University Mr Robert C. Clark 

1936 14th AvenueMiami, FL 33199 
Vero Beach, FL 32960 

Dr. Frank J. Mazzotti 
Broward County Extension Office Ms. Jan Jones 

Department of wildlife and Range 3900 s. w.
Pembroke Park, FL 33023Sciences 

University of Florida 
Mr. Douglas Tappan, M.D.3245 College Avenue 
5120 Bayou Blvd., Suite 2Davie, FL 33314 
Pensecola, FL 32503 
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T. J. Coburn 
Terra Systems 
P.O. Box 9115 
Winter Haven, FL 33883 

Mr. Carl Stoye 
1080 Old Marco Lane 
Marco Island, FL 33937 

Mr.s. Geoffrey Kent 
Friends of Conservation 
9301 North AlA Suite 1 
Vero Beach, FL 32963 

Hall and Hedrick 
Suite 1400, Republic Natl Bank Bldg. 
150 Southeast Second Avenue 
Miami, FL 33131 

Ms. Silvia Morell Alderman 
Katz, Kutter, Haigler, Alderman, 
Davis, & Bryant 
P.O. Box 1877 
Tallahassee, FL 32302-1877 

Mr. William G. Earle 
Earle & Patchen 
1000 Brickell Avenue 
Miami, FL 33131 

Mr. Barney W. Rutzke, Inc. 
Agribusiness 

17855 S.W. 245th Street 
Homestead, FL 33031 

Mr. Frank Maloney 
Acting Director 
National Ocean. and Atmos. Agency 
Sanctuary and Reserves Division 
Washington, DC 20235 

Mr. John C. Ogden 
National Park Service 
Everglades National Park 
40001 State Road 9336 
Homestead, FL 33034-6733 

Mr. Bob Johnson 
N at.ional Park Service 
Everglades National Park 
40001 State Road 9336 
Homestead, FL 33034-6733 

Mr. Scott Lewis 
Dept. of Sociology And 
Anthropology 

Florida Intl. Univ. 
University Park 
Miami, FL 33195 

Dr. Jonathon Crane 
Tropical Research & Education 
Center 

18905 SW 28th Street 
Homestead, FL 83031-8314 

Dr. Dearmond Hall 
Tropical Research & Education 
Center 

18905 SW 28th Street 
Homestead, FL 33031~3314 

Dr. Herb Bryant 
Tropical Research & Education 
Center 

18905 SW 28th Street 
Homestead, FL 3303lc3314 

Sharon :Rutzkey 
Barney W. Rutzkey, Inc. 
17855 SW 248th Street 
Homestead, FL 33031 

Ms. Holly Jensen 
11714 SW 89th Street 
GAinesville, FL 32608-6289 

Mr. Mark Robertson 
Nature Conservancy 
Suite 222 
201 Front Street 
Key West, FL 33040 

Mr. Craig Diamond 
Sierra Club 
1307 Leewood 
Tallahassee, FL 32312 

Mr. Dennis Olle 
Tropical Audubon Society 
Suite 1402 
201 S Biscayne Boulevard 
Miami, FL 33131 
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Ms. Kitty Roedel

Redlands Conservancy 

828 NW 9th Avenue 

Miami, FL 33136 
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